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Welcome
Sounds represent a fundamental part of the environment and reflect the complexity of systems that
living organisms at every level (from individual to landscape) use to capture and share information to
survive and reproduce. In the last few decades, ecological interest in the relationships between sounds,
animals and humans has grown, as has the technology for recording and analysing acoustic data.
With these advancements, the discipline of ecological acoustics (ecoacoustics) has emerged and in 2014,
the International Society of Ecoacoustics was formed. The aims of the society are broadly to promote a
scientific approach to the study of ecoacoustics, to disseminate ideas and research, to encourage
ecoacoustic research in conservation, to promote interdisciplinary approaches for data acquisition,
analysis and archiving of natural sounds and to promote education
(https://sites.google.com/site/ecoacousticssociety/goals). The ISE is governed by a board consisting of
eminent researchers in ecoacoustics including Professor Almo Farina (President), Associate Professor
Jérôme Sueur (Vice-President), Professor Stuart Gage (Secretary General), Dr Denise Risch (Treasurer),
and six Councillors (Dr Susan Fuller, Dr Bernie Krause, Dr Diego Llusia, Dr David Monacchi, Professor
Gianni Pavan).
The 2018 Ecoacoustics Brisbane congress is proudly organised by the Australasian Chapter of
Ecoacoustics (https://ausecoacoustics.org/) and sponsored by Queensland University of Technology,
Griffith University, World Forum of Acoustic Ecology, Wildlife Acoustics, Frontier Labs Titley Scientific
and Faunatech Austbat. The aim of the 2018 congress is to bring together scientists, natural resource
managers, industry and artists to explore the ways that sound can deepen our understanding of
terrestrial and aquatic environments. From the excellent range of abstracts found in this book, you will
find interesting research that is currently driving the development of the new discipline of ecoacoustics.
We have had interest from all over the world with over a hundred submissions from more than ten
countries.
We would like to warmly welcome you to the congress, thank you for joining us, and hope you have a
pleasant stay in Brisbane.
Sincerely,
The Local Organising Committee
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Modelling the sounds of change: introducing soundscape phenology, a new avenue of soundscape
research
Anne Axel
Anne Axel is an Assistant Professor at Marshall University located on the Ohio River in the heart of Appalachia. As
a landscape ecologist, Anne studies the impacts of disturbance on biodiversity in human-dominated landscapes
using remote sensing technologies. Anne was first captivated by pattern in tropical rain forest landscapes which
led her to map the spatial distribution and density of lemurs in Madagascar. A decade ago, a visit to the tropical
dry forest changed the course of her research; she now strives to understand how we might manage tropical dry
forests as both a resource for humans, as well as a refuge for extraordinary biodiversity.
Ecoacoustic analyses have allowed Anne to better understand how differences in dry forest pattern, driven by
human disturbance, are reflected in dry forest ecology. She combines ecoacoustic recordings with livestock
movement data, lemur density estimates, and satellite images to map spatial patterns of biodiversity and
disturbance. Anne collects ecoacoustic data at temporal scales greater than a year to capture both diurnal and
seasonal cycles, and she is exploring new methods of detecting phenological signals from these data. Her research
also focuses on statistically-appropriate methods to handle temporal autocorrelation in long-term datasets. Anne
also collects long-term soundscape data from forests embedded in energy landscapes, the forest and water of a
protected mangrove reserve, and a dry forest recovering from a stand-clearing fire.
Anne’s recent soundscape research is supported by the NASA West Virginia Space Grant Consortium. As a
graduate student her research was supported by a Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Dissertation Research Fellowship.
Before moving to Marshall University, Anne held a teaching lectureship at the University of Michigan. Anne holds
a Ph.D. in ecology and wildlife biology from Michigan State University. She received a Master of Forest Science
from Yale University and a Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Studies from the University of Delaware.
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Abstract
Phenology is the study of periodic life cycle events of plants and animals influenced by seasonal and interannual
variations in climate. For centuries, naturalists and scientists alike have recorded observations of fluctuations in
phenological events in response to changing environmental conditions. Recently, there has been a renewed
interest in this topic due to the rising numbers of studies reporting phenological responses to changes in climate.
Human observation remains the primary means of describing animal phenologies and due to time and monetary
costs, these observations typically only occur during the breeding season. This severe sampling bias limits our
understanding of the phenology and fundamental ecology of animals. Here I suggest that the field of soundscape
ecology provides the framework for analyzing animal phenology on annual cycles.
I propose a novel avenue of research, soundscape phenology, as a subfield of soundscape ecology. I show how
tools used to characterize vegetation phenology with remotely-sensed satellite data can also be used to
characterize animal phenology using acoustic metrics. Tools designed for phenological analysis, such as trend
analysis, allow for the detection of phenological patterns that otherwise may not be visible using basic statistics
and data visualization techniques. Using acoustic data from a seasonally tropical dry forest in southern
Madagascar, I describe the process of modeling soundscape phenology using tools designed to model land
surface phenology. In this extremely variable environment, the soundscape phenology “season” started before
either the rains arrived or vegetation green-up began, and it was shorter than the respective vegetation or rainfall
seasons.
Soundscape phenology analysis provides the means for exploring phenological synchrony between organisms and
their biotic and abiotic environments using data collected from multiple sensor technologies. Soundscape
phenology also has the potential to provide insights into how animal phenologies respond to both natural and
human-induced climatic variability.
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Ecoacoustics for conservation
Eddie Game
Eddie Game is the Lead Scientist for The Nature Conservancy’s Asia Pacific region, responsible for ensuring that
the Conservancy remains a world leader in making science-based conservation decisions. Eddie has had the
privilege of working on conservation in over 20 countries, helping to apply innovative methods to projects as
diverse as community protected areas in Melanesia, grazing management in northern Kenya, snow leopard
conservation in Mongolia, forestry in Indonesia, and catchment restoration in Colombia. Eddie and his team have
been enthusiastic adopters of ecoacoustics, developing partnerships that bring together cutting-edge academic
research with real-world applications in countries including, Papua New Guinea, Indonesia, Myanmar, Australia,
and Gabon. For his work on the application of soundscapes to tropical forest management he was shortlisted for
the Pritzker Emerging Environmental Genius Award.
He has published more than 50 papers on aspects of conservation science, and his first book,Conservation
Planning: Informed Decisions for a Healthier Planet, co-authored by Craig Groves, was published in 2015. Eddie is
currently Editor-in-Chief of the leading conservation journal Conservation Letters. For his work on how climate
change data can be used in decision making he was the recipient of the Great Barrier Reef Foundation’s inaugural
prize for innovative concepts to conserve the reef in the face of climate change. Eddie received his PhD in marine
conservation and decision science from the University of Queensland, and holds an adjunct faculty position there.
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Abstract
Ecoacoustics is rapidly becoming an important tool to support conservation decisions and monitor impact.
Drawing on ecoacoustic work that The Nature Conservancy and partners have done in the forests of Borneo,
Papua New Guinea, and elsewhere I will describe how Ecoacoustics is enabling us to tackle conservation
questions more cheaply, robustly, and possibly more compellingly than previously. I hope to provide a signal of
the enormous scope and opportunity for researchers in Ecoacoustics to engage in conservation.
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Soundscape ecology: past, present and future
Craig Radford

Craig Radford first started at the University of Auckland as post-doctoral fellow in 2007, where he begun leading
the Acoustic Research Group. Craig uses a multidisciplinary approach to his research, utilising physics, animal
behaviour and comparative physiology to describe how marine animals use sound in the marine environment.
This has resulted in a wide variety of publications
(https://scholar.google.co.nz/citations?user=FVec8p8AAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra). Currently, his main research focus is
assessing the use of underwater sound as a tool for monitoring diversity and ecosystem health.
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Abstract
We have been listening to the ocean for a long time. It was not until World War II and listening for submarines
researchers really begun to understand how many different types of sounds there are underwater. Cato and
colleagues work in the 70’s was the next breakthrough in underwater acoustics and this is what has largely driven
my research career and in my mind provided the foundation for the new and emerging field of soundscape
ecology. In this presentation, I will describe the acoustics work undertaken in North-Eastern New Zealand to
where we are at today with respect to soundscape ecology and its use as a monitoring tool for biodiversity and
ecosystem health. I will conclude with my thoughts how the field can progress into the future.
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Ecoacoustics: “a newly emerged discipline” or come of age?
Michael Towsey

Dr Michael Towsey has held research positions at Queensland University of Technology since 1997. He uses
machine learning methods to solve biological problems. These have ranged from the sublime (analysis of bird
song) to the ridiculous (analysis of milk yield in cow herds). In between there was some bioinformatics. Michael is
currently in the Ecoacoustics Research Group within the School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at
QUT. He works on the ‘big data’ problems associated with long duration recordings of the environment, in
particular, visualisation of long duration recordings to assist navigation, and construction of
automated recognizers for species of interest, such as the koala, the New Zealand kiwi and the cane toad.
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Abstract
Recent papers in ecoacoustics continue to introduce the field as a "newly emerged discipline". This talk will make
the case that ecoacoustics is a discipline which has come of age. The case will be made from the perspective of
the computational challenges involved in managing and analysing long-duration audio recordings of the natural
environment. The development of long duration, false-colour spectrograms and their utility in the navigation and
interpretation of environmental recordings will be reviewed. These techniques have been applied to recordings of
terrestrial, marine and freshwater environments. Visual interpretation of recordings on the scale of years can be
achieved by data reduction techniques involving clustering. Despite the 106 to 109 data reduction so achieved,
information relevant to an ecological interpretation of the recordings is retained. Finally, techniques to bridge the
gap between bioacoustics and ecoacoustics will be described.
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An acoustic early warning system for detecting cane toads
Ferroudj, Meriem1, Schwarzkopf, Lin2, Towsey, Michael1, Roe, Roe1
1 Science and Engineering Faculty, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia
2 College of Science and Engineering, James Cook University, Townsville, Australia

Abstract
Cane toads are introduced invasive species in Australia. They are toxic and a risk to native fauna, breed quickly and
eat lots of other species. Some islands around Australia are naturally cane toad free; Groote Eylandt is one these.
To safeguard such island arcs biosecurity measures are needed. Researchers at JCU and QUT have developed a cane
toad early warning system which detects cane toads by listening for their calls. The early warning system is a solar
powered sensor which records sound looking for suspicious calls.
Two types of sensor have been deployed: a portable one which can be moved to different locations and fixed one
for permanent deployment in high risk locations. Each sensor contains a small Raspberry Pi computer that records
sound and runs a simple and energy efficient program that analyses recorded sound for suspicious calls. Suspicious
calls are uploaded to Dropbox which enables a multistage detection system to be used. Rangers on the island can
regularly check Dropbox for suspicious calls to determine whether an incursion has been occurred.
In addition, more sophisticated call detectors running in the cloud can check the uploaded calls on Dropbox to
reduce false positives. This acoustic early warning system has been deployed and is in day to day use. We believe
other environments might also benefit from similar systems.
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Understanding an icon: learning the language of the Javan rhino
Steven G. Wilson1,2, Georgina Hockings1, Jo-Anne M. Wood2 and Salit Kark1
1 The Biodiversity Research Group, The School of Biological Sciences, ARC Centre of Excellence for Environmental
Decisions [CEED] and NESP Threatened Species hub, Centre for Biodiversity & Conservation Science, The
University of Queensland, Brisbane, Queensland, 4072 Australia
2 Land and Biodiversity and River Health Programs, Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority, 168
Welsford Street, Shepparton, Victoria, 3632 Australia

Abstract
Current knowledge of Javan rhino vocalisations, behaviour and social structure has been restricted to only a few
historic accounts from the 1900s. The Javan rhino Rhinoceros sondaicus is the rarest of the five extant rhino species
and one of the rarest mammals on the planet. A single population remains, located in Ujung Kulon National Park,
West Java, Indonesia with only 63 individuals surviving in the wild and rarely seen. We here aimed to systematically
identify Javan rhino vocalisations. We collated, for the first time, and examined 45 videos captured by motiontriggered video cameras taken in Ujung Kulon National Park, West Java. Overall, we identified 26 recorded vocals.
These included bleats, snorts, sighs, sniff-huffs, lip vibrations, short pants and long hisses. We present here the first
frequency spectrograms for these vocalisations of Javan rhino in the wild. Sixty-five percent of the recordings were
captured upon entering or leaving wallows. All recorded vocalisations were communications between mothers and
calves [n=13] or were produced by male rhinos [n=13]. This new information about Javan rhino communication and
the importance of wallowing as socialisation hubs in communication can be used in future conservation plans for
this critically endangered, data-limited species. This study suggests that the use of remote video cameras with
sound recording has substantial value in advancing our understanding of Javan rhino vocal behaviour and social
structure of other rare mammals in remote areas.
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Visualizing terapixels of environmental acoustic data
Anthony Truskinger1, Michael Towsey1, Paul Roe1
1 QUT Ecoacoustics, Science and Engineering Faculty, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia
Abstract
Monitoring the environment with acoustic sensors is now practical; sensors are commercial devices, storage is
cheap, and scientists have codified a new name for their field: ecoacoustics. As with many data driven eScience
projects, the challenge now is how to manage, analyse, and visualize data so that scientists can benefit. The
Acoustic Workbench is ecoacoustics management software for environmental audio data. While the Acoustic
Workbench is an ongoing project, this presentation will demonstrate our new interactive, zoomable, visualization
interface for environmental audio data. The interface incorporates specialized, variable resolution, visual
representations of audio data into the workbench website. This visualization allows scientists to understand more
than just the extent of their audio data but also large-scale structure and content that was previously opaque to
them.
This visualization will be generated for our entire dataset—34 years of audio data—creating a 5.6 terapixel
visualization. We will highlight different ecological structures that can be observed at the differing time scales,
present existing ecological research that uses this tool, and invite discussion and feedback on how to further
apply this tool in the context of ecological research.
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Bioacoustics, behaviour and black-cockatoos: a new approach to conservation
Daniella Teixeira1, Paul Roe2, Martine Maron2 and Berndt van Rensburg2
1 University of Queensland
2 QUT Ecoacoustics, Science and Engineering Faculty, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia

Abstract
Bioacoustics has much to offer threatened species conservation. Monitoring programs are increasingly applying
the technology to estimate metrics such as species composition and population densities. However, the uptake of
bioacoustics by animal behaviourists working in conservation has been relatively slow. Given that many
threatened species are vocally conspicuous and that, for some species, a lot is known about the behavioural
contexts of their vocalisations, I argue that bioacoustics is potentially useful for monitoring behavioural states
that are relevant to conservation.
In this project, I am investigating how the vocal behaviour of black-cockatoos at nests may be informative for
conservation. Specifically, this work concerns two endangered populations of black-cockatoos (the south-eastern
subspecies of red-tailed black-cockatoo, Calytorhynchus banksii graptogyne, and the Kangaroo Island subspecies
of glossy black-cockatoo, C. lathami halmaturinus) for which measures of breeding success are difficult to attain.
Breeding success is considered a key limiting factor in the recovery of these populations, however existing
methods for monitoring nests requires enormous efforts by human observers.
Using behavioural observations and acoustic recordings from active nests, I am describing how nest-associated
vocal behaviours can provide proxies of breeding success. If successful, the method could be applied on a larger
scale to monitor breeding in these populations. Moreover, I am investigating how important vocalisations can be
reliably classified from recordings
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AudioMoth: Evaluation of a smart open acoustic device for monitoring biodiversity and the
environment
Andrew P1. Hill, Peter Prince1, Evelyn Piña Covarrubias1, C. Patrick Doncaster1, Jake L. Snaddon1, Alex Rogers2
1 University of Southampton, United Kingdom
2 University of Oxford, United Kingdom

Abstract
The cost, usability and power efficiency of available wildlife monitoring equipment currently inhibits full groundlevel coverage of many natural systems. Developments over the last decade in technology, open science, and the
sharing economy promise to bring global access to more versatile and more affordable monitoring tools, to
improve coverage for conservation researchers and managers.
Here we describe the development and proof-of-concept of a low-cost, small-sized and low-energy acoustic
detector: “AudioMoth.” The device is open-source and pro- grammable, with diverse applications for recording
animal calls or human activity at sample rates of up to 384 kHz. We briefly outline two ongoing real-world case
stud- ies of large-scale, long-term monitoring for biodiversity and exploitation of natural resources. These studies
demonstrate the potential for AudioMoth to enable a sub- stantial shift away from passive continuous recording
by individual devices, towards smart detection by networks of devices flooding large and inaccessible ecosystems.
The case studies demonstrate one of the smart capabilities of AudioMoth, to trigger event logging on the basis of
classification algorithms that identify specific acoustic events. An algorithm to trigger recordings of the New
Forest cicada (Cicadetta montana) demonstrates the potential for AudioMoth to vastly improve the spatial and
temporal coverage of surveys for the presence of cryptic animals. An algorithm for logging gunshot events has
potential to identify a shotgun blast in tropical rainforest at distances of up to 500 m, extending to 1 km with
continuous recording.
AudioMoth is more energy efficient than currently available passive acoustic monitoring devices, giving it
considerably greater portability and longevity in the field with smaller batteries. At a build cost of US$43 per
unit, AudioMoth has potential for varied applications in large-scale, long-term acoustic surveys. With continuing
developments in smart, energy-efficient algorithms and diminishing component costs, we are approaching the
milestone of local communities being able to afford to remotely monitor their own natural resources.
The cost, usability and power efficiency of available wildlife monitoring equipment currently inhibits full groundlevel coverage of many natural systems. Developments over the last decade in technology, open science, and the
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sharing economy promise to bring global access to more versatile and more affordable monitoring tools, to
improve coverage for conservation researchers and managers.
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Ecoacoustics can detect ecosystem responses to environmental water allocations
Simon Linke1 and Jo-Anne Wood2
1 Australian Rivers Institute, Griffith University
2 Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority

Abstract
1 Globally, water abstraction for human consumption and irrigated agriculture leads to significant changes in
aquatic ecosystems. To counter these detrimental effects, water releases – often termed ‘environmental water
allocations’ – restore overbank flow or are delivered to artificially disconnected wetlands. While a suite of
monitoring methods is available, few programs can track continuous change in biota.
2 In this study, we propose a new approach to environmental flow monitoring, using ecoacoustic methods. We
test acoustic monitoring of frog and waterbird responses to environmental water deliveries in the GoulburnBroken, a tributary of the Murray-Darling system in response to three major watering events.
3 We used two analysis strategies – manual counts of bird calls, as well as ecoacoustic indices of the soundscape.
Manual counts demonstrated that water-dependent birds were clearly responding to environmental water
deliveries, whereas non-water-dependent species did not show any increases in activity. After restricting the
analysis to the dawn chorus and removing outliers, two acoustic indices (M, the median amplitude and ACI, the
acoustic complexity index) showed responses to watering events.
4 Ecoacoustic methods show great promise for continuous response monitoring to environmental water
allocations. While manual annotation of calls might be too labour intensive for standard monitoring programs,
index-based approaches show some promise, although further investigation using control sites is needed. An
alternative are automated call classifiers that are currently being developed for endangered species. We also
encourage simultaneous monitoring of the soundscape above- and underwater.
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Animal call recognition using acoustic indices
Hongxiao Gan1, Jinglan Zhang1, Paul Roe1
1 Science and Engineering Faculty, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia

Abstract
Although monitoring biodiversity by listening to environmental sound can be a fruitful undertaking, rapid
advances in recording technology, storage and computing make it possible to accumulate thousands of hours of
recordings, of which, ecologists can only listen to a small fraction. Due to the complexity of natural acoustic and
variations in acoustic content and quality, it is difficult for ecologists to navigate acoustic data and achieve enough
information they need. Researchers want to take a global measure of the acoustic output of the community,
instead of exactly which species were calling. Acoustic indices are developed to summarize some aspect of the
structure and distribution of acoustic energy and information in acoustic recordings.
In animal call recognition systems, features extraction of acoustic data has a major impact on classification
performance. A large amount of research work has been conducted to test different feature vectors in hope of
achieving higher classification accuracy. However, it is always time-consuming to find feature sets that best
benefit building efficient classifiers. Researchers have to repeat the work when the target changes. In addition,
the performance of classification suffers due to the defect of certain feature sets, for example, MFCCs lose
frequency information. Since the use of acoustic indices is not restricted to a specific species, there may be a set
of them can be used as a generic feature set for multiple species. Therefore, acoustic indices can simplify the
procedure of building animal call classifiers. The aim of this research is to provide ecologists with an efficient
method to classify species and avoid the repetitive work of feature designing. In this research, acoustic indices are
used as generic or summary features to represent animal calls, which facilitate the classification on species.
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Acoustic pattern recognition and its application on long-term bird monitoring
Lasseck, M., Frommolt, K.-H., Koch, M.
Museum fuer Naturkunde Berlin, Leibniz Institute for Evolution and Biodiversity Science, Berlin, Germany

Abstract
Automatic identification of species from their sound is a promising computational tool for assessing biodiversity.
It has many potential applications in ecology, bioacoustic monitoring and behavioral science. Many approaches
however suffer from different drawbacks. Some only work on clean recordings without overlapping sounds others
require significant levels of human intervention or are restricted to a limited number of species. The here
proposed method is a combination of algorithms designed to identify a large number of species simultaneously
without manual intervention under a wide range of recording conditions. It provided the best system to the
NIPS4B Multi-label Bird Species Classification Challenge as well as recent LifeCLEF evaluation campaigns, targeting
up to 1000 species for automatic identification.
Although pattern recognition algorithms significantly improved over the last few years, applying automated
methods to analyze species abundance in complex acoustic environments is still a very challenging task. In order
to find out how state-of-the-art identification methods can be applied in real-world bioacoustic monitoring
scenarios a case study was carried out evaluating three different approaches to analyze bird populations: line
mapping, acoustic survey and automatic identification. To ensure comparability and show individual strengths
and weaknesses, all three methods were applied to the same environment within the same period of time. The
line mapping was carried out for three consecutive years in a nature reserve north of Berlin as part of the regular
monitoring of breeding birds. In terms of species composition, a high degree of agreement between the three
methods could be found. Detailed results will be presented and possible future applications for acoustic pattern
recognition on long-term bird monitoring will be discussed.
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Using ecoacoustics to inform Myanmar’s reforestation and rehabilitation program
Timothy Boucher1, Zuzana Burivalova2, Edward Game1 and Tint Thaung1
1 The Nature Conservancy
2 The University of Queensland
Abstract
In 2016, Myanmar’s Forestry Department initiated a 10-year, concentrated effort to rehabilitate its working
forests. The desired outcome of the Myanmar Rehabilitation and Reforestation Program (MRRP) is to attain forest
conditions that support the six goals in the original Myanmar Forest Policy of 1995. We are using ecoacoustics
and more traditional measures to assess progress towards returning the forests to conditions that support two of
those goals. Specifically, we are using ecoacoustics to assess the levels of biodiversity and stream health among
management treatments and change over time. Four study sites were selected. The four sites have the same
forest habitat type (Moist Mixed Deciduous Forests), are within a similar elevation range, but have different
administrative boundaries. Within each site, six types of forest management were assessed: pristine/protected
forests, watershed plantations, enhanced and normal natural regeneration, and commercial and enriched
plantations. Preference was given to forests in the same or adjacent watersheds. At least six recordings, 48 hours
in duration, were taken within each management type, and biophysical forest measurements included canopy
cover, slope, aspect, and human disturbance measures. We plan to run acoustic indices including Acoustic
Complexity and Saturation and feed them into statistical models to assess how soundscape variables correlate
with management type, disturbance level, stream health, and other environmental variables. This information will
give the Myanmar Forest Department feedback that will allow them to adjust the treatments to achieve better
results. The initial field season (one of two) will establish baselines and produce data to determine levels of
biodiversity among the different treatments for the forests and streams.
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Things that go “coo” in the night. Using visualization and machine learning methods to detect the
Least Bittern (Ixobrychus exilis)
Znidersic, E1., Towsey, M.2, Roy, W.K.3, Watson, D.M.1, Darling, S.E.3, Truskinger, A.2, Roe, P.2
1 Institute for Land, Water and Society, Charles Sturt University, Elizabeth Mitchell Drive, Albury 2640, NSW
2 QUT Ecoacoustics Research Group, Science and Engineering Faculty, Queensland University of Technology,
Australia
3 Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Bethel Valley Road, Oak Ridge. Tennessee 37831

Abstract
Long duration acoustic monitoring is becoming an increasingly popular approach to extend survey effort by
passively collecting data over large temporal and spatial scales. This is of particular benefit when attempting to
detect a species whose temporal vocalization strategy is unknown and it occurs in small populations, therefore
reducing detection probability. We investigated the vocalization strategy of the Least Bittern, (Ixobrychus exilis), a
species of high conservation concern in the Western hemisphere and one deemed ‘in need of management’ in
multiple states of the USA. The Least Bittern is a secretive marsh bird that is primarily detected by its
vocalizations, often using call] playback surveys typically used for population monitoring. To minimise disturbance
to both the birds and their habitat, we deployed autonomous recording units and collected continuous 24hour
audio recordings for 30 days. The resultant accumulation of data necessitated an automated method to assist in
the analysis and interpretation. We used a novel ‘soundscape’ technique, long] duration false]colour (LDFC)
spectrograms, to confirm presence of Least Bittern from the ‘coo coo’ vocalization associated with breeding.
Further analysis of the dataset revealed a distinct night] time temporal vocalization strategy, identified with a
machine learning method used to scan the consecutive days of LDFC images. Peak vocalization times were then
used to develop an optimal temporal survey strategy, either with passive or active acoustic surveys. The results of
this research highlight how machine learning methods can use big data sets and analyse specific species. This
information can then be used to optimise existing monitoring methods, facilitating efficacy in detection
probability and minimizing associated costs.
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Detection of flying-foxes using automated audio recorders
Sankupellay, M.1, Middleby, K.1, Liddell, M.J.1, McKeown, A.2, Westcott, D.2.
1 James Cook University, Australia
2 CSIRO, Australia

Abstract
Flying-foxes are little understood in Australia largely due to their extreme mobility. This mobility is particularly
evident in the two species (spectacled and little red) found across the north of Australia, where huge numbers of
animals will suddenly converge on a region and then leave a few weeks later. To improve management of these
species we need to understand the movement and ecology of the animals and this is not straightforward as the
camps are often remote and inaccessible.
In this project we aimed to test the viability of using automated acoustic recorders for determining the presence of
spectacled flying-foxes at camp locations. A Song Meter SM4 recorder was used to record flying-foxes in a number
camps around South East QLD/Northern Rivers (black and grey-headed flying- foxes) and Cairns (spectacled flyingfox). A total of 35 hour of flying-foxes calls were recorded over a period of 8 weeks from August to October 2017.
The recordings were processed using a Binary Winnow classifier and Hidden Markov Model in Kaleidoscope
Software (Wildlife Acoustics). Tagged one-minute recordings were used to train the Hidden Markov Model in
Kaleidoscope which was subsequently used in classifying the remaining recordings.
Using this approach, we were able to quickly and easily detect the presence of flying-foxes in the acoustic
recordings. In this way, ecologists can easily implement projects for long-term monitoring of flying-fox populations
using remotely deployed acoustic recorders. It may also assist management agencies for urban planning in northern
Australia. For future work, we will be investigating advanced machine learning algorithms coupled with flying-fox
behavioural call patterns to attempt to distinguish the species of flying-fox from acoustic recordings.
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More loud, more good? What sound can tell us about freshwater condition
Emilia Decker1 and Simon Linke1
1 Australian Rivers Institute - Griffith University

Abstract
One important link unresolved in freshwater acoustics is between ecological health and river sound. Increased
sound in freshwater could be due to external factors like wind, ship traffic, sediment input and gas exchange, but
also because of nature (heterogeneity) and velocity of a river. The absence/presence of biological sound can have
multiple reasons including sampling error, lack of soniferous animals and condition of the habitat. Not all animals
are soniferous and some e.g. Blacktail Shiner (Cyprinella venusta) are louder in different habitats due to different
background noise and seasonal and diurnal variation. A more complex sound composition therefore does not
necessary indicate increased biodiversity. Anthropogenic noise on the other hand is an indicator of human impact
and louder in general means worse environmental condition. It can be a sign of habitat alteration and can lead to
physical (hearing loss) and psychological (change in behaviour) changes in animals. In the future sound references
of different habitats and conditions are needed to monitor freshwater health by sounds. We conclude that louder
not necessarily means healthier, but a reference condition approach is needed.
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Bird sound detection using deep learning architectures for wildlife monitoring
Ivan Himawan1, Michael Towsey1 and Paul Roe1
1 Science and Engineering Faculty, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia

Abstract
Ecologists often use acoustic sensors to collect data at large spatiotemporal scales for automatic wildlife
monitoring. The long-term acoustic recordings provide the means for ecologists to conduct species-richness
surveys or identifying particular species based on the animals’ calls, songs in their habitat. Meanwhile, a growing
quantity of recordings is being collected using these acoustic sensors is time-consuming if it analysed manually.
Identifying the presence or absence of bird sound from acoustic recordings is one example of such bioacoustics
monitoring projects.
Recently, deep learning architectures have been applied for detecting bird calls in recordings. However, it was not
clear if such approach can be easily deployed in different recording environments if the model trained on one
environment could generalize better to other recordings in another environment. Our goal is to assess the impact
of different noise environments on the classification accuracy and to analyse if the system may confuse
environmental noise with the bird sound because of the training conditions.
We reported our results using two publicly available datasets: (1) annotated database of the seven Picidae bird
species known to inhabit the Iberian Peninsula, and (2) bird audio detection challenge. Our results indicate that
the system is generalised better when it is trained on multi-conditions database. Further evaluations through
cross-database assessment reveal that automatic selection of training data has the potential to improve the
performance of the classifier.
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Scalable denoising of bird acoustic data
Alexander Brown1, Saurabh Garg1 and James Montgomery1
1 University of Tasmania, Australia

Abstract
There is significant research interest in methods that can automatically process bioacoustic recordings to monitor
bird populations. These methods can be applied on a large scale at low cost, both in terms of time and money.
However, these methods are of limited effectiveness when there is noise interference in recordings. Additionally,
the increasing volume and velocity of data being used for bioacoustic analyses results in processes that are
computationally intensive and time consuming. We develop a system capable of pre-processing large volumes of
bioacoustic data in a small amount of time, reducing stationary background noise as well as removing noise from
non-stationary sources (rain and cicada choruses) and silence in an efficient, scalable, distributed computing
environment. In this work, we examined the applicability of the Minimum Mean Square Error Short Time Spectral
Amplitude estimator (MMSE STSA) in reducing stationary background noise and found it to be effective for use in
bioacoustic recordings. We also utilise classifiers and acoustic indices to detect and remove noise caused by heavy
rain and cicada choruses. While heavy rain is simply removed from further processing, we use a novel approach to
remove cicada choruses by detecting and removing audio from the frequency range containing that noise. We
then examine the processing time of each process and the effects of each process on other processes to
determine how to best assemble a pipeline for pre-processing bioacoustic recordings. Upon determining an
efficient order of execution for the pipeline, we utilised data parallelisation using a master-slave distributed
system to process bioacoustic data over multiple machines in a scalable manner. We successfully achieved nearlinear scalability, with processing executing 21.76 times faster with 32 cores over 8 virtual machines, compared to
a single core. With 32 cores, our system can pre-process bioacoustic data at 20.6 seconds per hour of audio.
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From behaviour to food webs: scaling up the ecological impact of noise
Médoc, V.1, Sèbe, F.1, Rybak, F.2, Sueur, J.3, Mathevon, N.1
1 Institut des Neurosciences Paris – Saclay, Neuro PSI UMR9197, CNRS, Université Jean Monnet, 23 rue Michelon,
42023 Saint-Etienne, France
2 Institut des Neurosciences Paris – Saclay, Neuro PSI UMR9197, CNRS, Université
Paris-Sud, 440 – 447 rue Claude Bernard, 91405 Orsay, France
3 Institut de Systématique, Évolution, Biodiversité, ISYEB UMR 7205 CNRS-MNHN- SU-EPHE, Muséum national
d’Histoire naturelle, Sorbonne Universités, 45 rue Buffon, 75005 Paris, France

Abstract
Anthropogenic noise is a pervasive source of pollution in many ecosystems. The ecological impact of noise ranges
from molecular damages to modifications in the ecological interactions species are engaged in. For instance,
noise can mask the acoustic cues involved in prey or predator assessment and trigger anti-predatory responses
when it is perceived as predation risk. Alternatively, prey may be distracted by noise and display less effective
anti-predatory responses. Although these effects are well documented at the levels of single individuals or
pairwise interactions, how anthropogenic noise affect species coexistence and stability within communities
remains unclear. Community ecology and food-web theory offer many concepts at various integration levels that
can be gathered into a theoretical framework to better understand the ecological impact of noise. For instance,
the functional response approach aims to characterise the relationship between resource use and availability. It
can be used to study pairwise trophic interactions instead of classical predation tests with fixed densities. The
shape and the magnitude of the functional response provide useful insights on the top-down control by the
predator and the probability of prey extinction for a given ecological context. Here, we review some concepts
from community ecology and food-web theory that could improve our understanding of noise pollution impacts
at the community level. We also present the results of functional response experiments on freshwater fish
exposed to playbacks of boat-traffic noise.
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Active learning to alleviate manual annotation of audio recordings of the environment
Mahnoosh Kholghi1, Yvonne Phillips1, Michael Towsey1, Laurianne Sitbon1, Paul Roe1
1 Science and Engineering Faculty, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia

Abstract
Long-duration acoustic recordings of the environment are increasingly used by ecologists to monitor species
diversity in both terrestrial and marine ecosystems. Given the ease with which environmental recordings are now
obtained, ecologists can quickly acquire terabytes of data, most of which will not and cannot be listened to.
Computational methods are required to expose interesting information in long-duration recordings. Supervised
machine learning methods can be powerful but they typically require a large amount of high-quality annotated
data to build well-performing models. Preparing such annotation is highly time-consuming and labour-intensive,
due to extensive involvement of suitably trained ecologists. Furthermore, fast-growing, noisy environmental data,
with high dynamicity and evolving nature of sounds/calls of major vocal taxa (birds, frogs, and insects) due to the
spatiotemporal variability of soundscapes, make the annotation process more challenging. Alleviating the burden
of manual annotation can support effective monitoring of species diversity in at-risk ecosystems.
Active learning is often used to reduce the annotation effort required to obtain training data for machine learning
algorithms. Active learning approaches use supervised machine learning algorithms in an iterative process, where
samples from the dataset are successively selected to be annotated by an expert based on their
“informativeness”. Generally, samples are informative if they contain more useful information for the model
compared to the rest of the samples in the unlabelled set. The intuition is that identifying and adding informative
samples to the labelled set will lead to training a model that achieves highest effectiveness.
This study explores a preliminary active learning framework for the classification of one-minute audio-recordings
derived from long-duration recordings of the environment. We conduct an empirical comparison of state-of-theart active learning approaches against a random sampling baseline for classification of environmental recordings.
Our experimental findings demonstrate that only 9 hours of manual annotation is required for active learning to
build a highly effective classifier in order to automatically annotate a large amount of unlabelled audio data.
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Ecoacoustics inside a plant: first definition and exploration of a meadow vibroscape
Šturm Rok 1, Jernej Polajnar1, Juan José López Díez1, Sueur Jérôme2 and Virant-Doberlet Meta 1
1 National Institute of Biology, Večna pot 111, SI - 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
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Abstract
Human audition can detect and analyse air-borne sound emanating from the environment but can hardly sense
substrate-borne sound. This biased perception of vibrations challenges the understanding of substrate-borne sound
that may occur in natural environments. Several recent studies have revealed that the use of substrate-borne sound
by animals is common. Biological substrate-borne vibrations together with geophysical and anthropogenic
vibrations constitute the vibroscape, a special case of the soundscape.
Using laser vibrometers, we monitored a vibroscape in the field for the first time. In a Central European manmanaged hay meadow, the vibroscape was dominated by frequencies below 5 kHz arising from biological,
geophysical and anthropogenic vibrations. Recorded biological vibrations resulted from vibrational signals used by
communicating arthropods, incidental vibrations induced by other behavioural acts (e.g. walking, wing buzzing,
feeding), as well as air-borne songs emitted by birds and bushcrickets transmitted to plants. Geophysical vibrations
induced by wind were constantly present. The main sources of anthropogenic vibrations were train and car traffic,
and other machinery (e.g. motor lawn mower).
In the absence of comprehensive sound archives of biological vibrations, vibrational signals were assigned to
vibrational taxonomic units (VTU), since vibrational signals used in communication are species-specific. The richness
of VTU and their abundance were analysed according to the season and time of the day. When VTU abundance was
high, signals were overlapping in time and frequency questioning the relevance of the acoustic adaptation
hypothesis.
Taking into account that a majority of arthropods populating meadow habitats rely on substrate- borne sound for
various behavioural tasks, vibroscape should be considered as a new perspective in ecoacoustics.
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Automated detection of kiwi (Apteryx spp.) from continuous field acoustic recordings – New Zealand
Tier 1 data analysis
Priyadarshani, N. 1, Marsland, S. 2 Castro, I. 3, and Pryde, M 4
1 School of Engineering and Advanced Technology, Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand
2 School of Mathematics and Statistics, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
3 Wildlife and Ecology Group, Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand
4 Science and Policy, Department of Conservation, New Zealand

Abstract
There is a need for improved tools to measure changes in population distribution and abundance of endangered
species to assess and improve the effectiveness of management actions. For avian species (frequently hard to see),
call counts are the traditional method of monitoring. But these surveys are spatially and temporally limited, labour
intensive, weather dependent, and prone to error and bias. Over the last two decades there has been progress in
the field of bio-acoustics resulting in affordable, programmable, field recorders. This enables simultaneous data
collection at many sites generating permanent and reviewable records over prolonged time periods with minimal
disturbance to the species. However, automating the extraction of target species song from recordings is an
important step in making the best use of these data, and is still largely unsolved.
The New Zealand Department of Conservation runs a National Biodiversity Monitoring and Reporting System that
uses acoustic recordings as part of Tier 1 monitoring. We will describe our approach to developing and using an
automatic recogniser to identify the calls of New Zealand’s national bird, kiwi (Apteryx spp.) in the 2011-2016
recordings, a small part of which has been annotated manually. Kiwi is a group of endemic, nocturnal, and flightless
birds in five species and 11 taxa under various conservation threats. The Department of Conservation aims to
improve the conservation status of kiwi through management, leading to 100,000 wild kiwi (30,000 more
individuals than today) by 2030.
The recordings are noisy and contain many sounds in addition to kiwi. Further, kiwi vocalisations are often far from
the recorder, therefore having low energy. Despite this, our wavelet-based call detection approach detected >75%
of kiwi vocalisations. Post-processing techniques were useful to avoid false-positives. The methods are built into
our AviaNZ software, which also allows humans to easily review and confirm/reject the outputs.
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Assessing the status of koalas in forests using acoustics and an occupancy modelling framework
Brad Law1, Traecey Brassil1, Leroy Gonsalves1, Anthony Truskinger2, Paul Roe2 and Anna McConville3
1 Forest Science Unit, NSW Primary Industries, Parramatta, NSW (brad.law@dpi.nsw.gov.au)
2 Science and Engineering Faculty, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia
3 Echo Ecology, Crescent Head NSW

Abstract
Koalas are surprisingly difficult to survey due to their low densities and cryptic nature, especially in tall remote
forests. We report on a large-scale survey of Koalas in forests of the hinterland, ranges and tablelands of northeast NSW to assess their current status and response to timber harvesting. We deployed Song Meters at 171 sites
over 7-14 nights to record male bellows over three breeding seasons from 2015-2017 (>14,000 hours of
recording). Surveys targeted modelled moderate-high quality habitat (Law et al. 2017), which cover ~ 1.5 million
ha of forest. Both State forests and National Parks were sampled with sites stratified by time since logging and
logging intensity, including old growth as a reference. Recordings were scanned by QUT Ecosounds software using
their koala recogniser software with all computer matches of Koala bellows manually checked to eliminate false
positives. Preliminary analyses from data collected in 2015 and 2016 revealed that Koalas had a probability of
detection of 0.3-0.4 per night (varying by month and topographic position), indicating that imperfect detection
must be accounted for before relating occupancy to habitat type or forest successional stage. Naïve occupancy
levels were ~ 60 % across a broad range of forests, which is much higher than expected based on previous surveys
using alternative methods. Accounting for imperfect detection, we estimated probability of occupancy at ~ 80 %,
with little variation due to timber harvesting.
NSW’s north-east forests support a widespread koala population that is apparently more resilient than coastal
Koalas threatened by pressures from increasing human populations. Acoustic detection is a highly successful and
efficient technique at recording Koalas in forested areas where traditional surveys have had limited effectiveness.
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The variation of bird assemblages in different aged regrowth Acacia scrub – an acoustic exploration
Brendan Doohan1, Jeanette Kemp2, Susan Fuller1
1 School of Earth, Environmental & Biological Sciences, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia
2 Australian Wildlife Conservancy, PO Box 8070, Subiaco East, Australia

Abstract
Understanding how native fauna use regrowth vegetation is critical to meet national conservation targets, yet it is
currently poorly studied in Australia’s semi-arid regions. The aim of this study was to use acoustic sensors to
monitor avian diversity in three different age classes (<15 years, 15-30 years, >30 years) of regrowth mulga (Acacia
aneura) dominated scrub at the Australian Wildlife Conservancy Bowra Sanctuary in the Mulga Lands of south west
Queensland. Sensors recorded three hours of the dawn chorus for one month (August to September 2017) at nine
sites. Fifteen random days from this period were selected from each site, and all bird species were identified in 20
random minutes from each of these mornings (total of 2,700 minutes). These data were analysed to determine the
variation in species diversity, functional diversity and site occupancy of birds in different aged regrowth scrub. The
outcomes of this study will be beneficial in informing land management decisions of both private landholders and
government agencies.
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Acoustic competition; a case study of the competitive relationship between the Wallum Sedge Frog
and its sibling species the Eastern Sedgefrog
Filer, A. 1, Stark, D.1 and van Rensburg, B.J. 1,2
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Abstract
The acid frogs of eastern Australia are a group of highly specialised, vulnerable species endemic to acidic coastal
wallum wetlands of Queensland and New South Wales. The distribution of these species overlaps with areas of
high human population growth where increasing development and the intensification of land use pose a
significant threat. Habitat disturbance and changes in water chemistry, such as pH, can facilitate the introduction
of competitor frog species into acid frog habitat, potentially compromising acoustic space. This study aims to
determine if acid frog species adapt their calling behaviour or fine scale spatial distribution in the presence of
their competitor sibling species. We focused on the acoustic and spatial relationship between Litoria
olongburensis and Litoria fallax in a variety of wallum pond environs representing different levels of disturbance.
To access calling behaviour, acoustic monitoring devices were placed in a number of ponds of varying species
assemblages and pH where they recorded the calling activity of the frogs present at regular intervals over
multiple breeding seasons. In addition, an acoustic spatially explicit capture-recapture (aSECR) method using a
fixed microphone array was utilised at a pond where both species were present to examine patterns in their fine
scale spatial distribution.
Results from these analyses are at a preliminary stage, but it is hypothesised that evidence of changes in calling
behaviour (timing and frequency of calls), and fine scale spatial partitioning will be found, due to anecdotal
reports of competitive exclusion of the acid frogs from viable habitat by their sibling species. Currently, limited
research has been directed towards quantifying this competitive relationship beyond anecdotal evidence. Our
research aims to advance the understanding of acoustic competition and inform on future protection efforts,
particularly in regard to habitat restoration efforts in areas where the threat of invading sibling species is high.
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Monitoring threatened frog populations in the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area
Dewar, E.1, Driessen, M. 1, Gales, R. 1, Troy, S.1
1 Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment, Hobart, Australia

Abstract
Monitoring frog species is critical for detecting population trends and managing the threat of emerging diseases
like chytridiomycosis (caused by an amphibian fungal pathogen). Automated recording devices enable collection of
large amounts of acoustic data containing frog calls and sound recognition tools are now readily available to assist
ecologists in efficiently extracting calls of interest from such data. However, there is limited understanding around
the performance of these tools for different species and environments and how best to validate their use. The
objective in the current study was to assess the suitability of an automated sound recognition software for scanning
and interpreting signature frog calls within large quantities of audio data from a remote environment; the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (TWWHA).
Frog call ‘recognisers’ were developed using Song Scope bioacoustics analysis software v4.1.5 (Wildlife Acoustics
Inc.) for detecting single and multiple (>1 calling at a time) calls of four Tasmanian frog species. The recognisers
were validated against manual listening results from a selection of audio files and the cumulative detection
probabilities were calculated. Our results show that the single and multi-call recognisers varied in their ability to
detect the species’ calls, with average detection probabilities of 90% (single-calls) and 87% (multi-calls) after just
10 survey nights. Between 10 and 19 survey nights were required to detect the different target species with a
similar or equal detection probability to manually listening to the audio files.
The frog call recognisers developed here offer an efficient means of rapidly processing large quantities of audio
data to monitor occupancy and potentially abundance or activity patterns of frog species over time. We discuss the
challenges in using this method and recommend strategies for optimising detection when using sound recognition
software to monitor frogs.
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Understanding the influence of landscape pattern on insectivorous bats in a cotton agricultural
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Abstract
Bats can provide valuable ecosystem services through pest suppression in agriculture. Understanding the
relationship between Australian bat species activity and landscape structures such as vegetation corridors and
remnant patches can assist in providing recommendations for farm design in cotton agricultural landscapes. This
study utilised ultrasonic recorders to determine bat assemblages and activity at 11 sites in Narrabri, New South
Wales. A total of 4969 bat calls recorded over four nights were identified to ten taxa. Linear and linear mixed-effects
models were used to test for differences in bat activity (i.e. number of passes) across four landscape categories;
cotton monoculture, cotton adjacent to road corridors, cotton adjacent to creek corridors and cotton adjacent to
remnant vegetation. Site was included as a random effect in the linear mixed-effects models. There was a significant
(p<0.05) difference in bat activity between the four landscape categories. Cotton adjacent to remnant vegetation
had the highest bat activity and cotton monoculture had the lowest. The combined attack phase and feeding buzz
data for Mormopterus spp. were also analysed using a linear model and the cotton adjacent to road corridors had
significantly (p<0.05) higher predation compared to the other landscape categories. A Shannon- Wiener diversity
index suggested that cotton adjacent to remnant vegetation had the highest species diversity and that cotton
adjacent to creek corridors had the lowest. This result of this study suggest that beneficial landscape features can
be incorporated into the design of future cotton fields.
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Using ecoacoustic and naturalness indices to guide urban development in peri-urban settings
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Abstract
Due to sustained human population growth and increasing urbanisation, developments are progressively
encroaching on peri-urban, rural and natural areas. There is a growing need for urban planning based on ecological
design principles, particularly in South-east Queensland which has the fastest growing population in Australia. To
that purpose, it is critical that changes in ecosystem health or naturalness are monitored and mapped, however
there is currently no consensus among Australian scientists on what methods and measurements should be
employed. A naturalness index based on spatial GIS data has been developed to measure the gradient between
artificial and natural ecosystems in Australia. However this index does not incorporate biodiversity data other than
a static assessment of vegetation cover. Ecoacoustic monitoring is an emerging tool for rapid appraisal of faunal
biodiversity with the advantage of allowing remote, long-term and non- invasive assessment across broad spatial
areas.
In this study we report our preliminary results in which we have combined ecoacoustic monitoring with spatial GIS
mapping to develop a model for assessing naturalness over various temporal and spatial scales to influence
development decisions and guide landscape planning and design. We deployed an array of 12 acoustic sensors from
May 2017 to March 2018, over an area of 120 hectares of former grazing land located on the peri-urban fringe of
Ipswich in south-east Queensland. The site has been identified for future housing development. Computational
analysis of acoustic data was conducted using Soundecology in R studio to generate the Acoustic Complexity Index
(ACI). Acoustic data were mapped and interpolated spatially using ArcGIS software and combined with GIS data
(remnant vegetation, cleared land, creek lines, infrastructure and weeds) to generate a temporal and spatial index
of naturalness.
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Recognition of woodpecker calls using a convolution deep neural network
Florentin, J. 1, Verlinden, O. 1
1 Theoretical Mechanics, Dynamics and Vibrations - University of Mons, Mons, Belgium
Abstract
Seven of the eleven European species of woodpeckers use long-distance calls. These calls are series of 50 ms
syllables repeated 5 to 50 times, with variations in pitch and intensity, and some syllables being stretched or shrunk.
Exceptions are Dendrocoptes medius whose syllables last longer than 300 ms and Dryocopus martius whose contact
call is a single 1 sec syllable. All calls are readily recognizable on spectrograms, which opens the door for their
identification from images, through a convolutional Deep Neural Network (DNN), rather than from acoustic
features. We thus designed a network with two convolutional layers for the image analysis and two dense layers to
converge towards a diagnosis. The base images are standardized to 1 sec in duration and target the dominant
frequency range for woodpeckers, 1 – 3.5 kHz. They capture high-energy moments within the calls. This approach
focuses on recognizing syllables first, leaving call structure as a next step. The dataset is derived from Xeno-Canto
and private recordings and comprises 12154 images, half of them woodpecker calls (9 classes). The perspicacity of
the network is improved using dropout and data augmentation. We also expect the DNN to benefit from being cotrained on broader tasks such as distinguishing birdcalls from other sounds. However, early results speak against
the straightforwardness of DNNs. The net assigns the highest probability to the correct class in only 36.4% of the
cases. Considering the top three suggestions, the accuracy reaches 77.8%, standing above 90% for four calls (Jynx
torquilla, D. medius, D.martius flight call, Dryobates minor) while Picus canus plummets at 14.3%.
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Soundscapes to measure seabird restoration outcomes in the Western Aleutian Islands
Abraham Borker1, Rachel Buxton2, Ian Jones3, Jeff Williams4, Bernie Tershy1 and Donald Croll1
1 University of California - Santa Cruz
2 Colorado State University, Fish, Wildlife and Conservation Biology Department
3 Memorial University of Newfoundland
4 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Abstract

Iterative improvements in conservation practice require a robust understanding of conservation outcomes.
However, measuring outcomes can be challenging and expensive, particularly on islands. Automated acoustic
sensors can significantly increase the spatial and temporal scale of outcome measurements while potentially
reducing data collection costs. However, data analysis remains an obstacle; reliance on a limited number of
species detection analytical tools, with a priori assumptions and laborious review of automated detections limits
analytical efficiency. By contrast, a soundscape approach, where ecological communities are characterized using
acoustic indices considers the entirety of the acoustic environment, is data-driven, and requires significantly less a
priori decision making. We analyzed 4,970 ten-minute recordings of nocturnal seabird soundscapes from four
Western Aleutian Islands, where introduced predators had devastated seabird island ecosystems but were
subsequently removed 9-34 years ago; and from one invaded and one uninvaded reference island. We calculated
eleven indices characterizing acoustic intensity and complexity, and three pairwise measures of acoustic
similarity. On restored islands, we found indices of acoustic intensity increased with time since eradication, as did
similarity to the uninvaded reference island. Our results indicate that soundscape differences can be used to
monitor outcomes of seabird restoration more quickly and cheaply than other approaches.
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Successful use of automated recording systems and sound recognition software in the conservation
management of the critically endangered Kroombit tinkerfrog
Harry Hines
Ecological Assessment Unit, Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service, Department of Environment and Science, PO
Box 15187, City East, Queensland, Australia 4002

Abstract
Kroombit tinkerfrog, Taudactylus pleione, is a critically endangered species restricted to 12 montane rainforest
patches totalling 596ha in Kroombit Tops National Park in central Queensland, Australia. Most of these rainforest
patches are difficult to access as they occur in steep, narrow gullies, mostly below the eastern escarpment.
Despite many years of targeted research, eggs and tadpoles have not been observed and females and juveniles
very rarely. As Kroombit tinkerfrogs are small (maximum length ~ 30mm), cryptically patterned and inhabit rock
piles and leaf litter, detectability is dependent upon the male advertisement call. Males tend to call more or less
continuously for extended periods. The call is relatively loud and simple in structure. Combined, these factors
suggested the use of automated recording systems and call recognition software may efficiently significantly
enhance knowledge of the seasonal and daily patterns of calling and thus refine survey and monitoring methods
and target conditions under which breeding most likely occurs.
Automated recordings systems (Song Meters and more recently BARs) were used to capture ~800K one minute
field recordings (e.g. 1 min every 30 min throughout the day) from up to nine sites over seven seasons. The sound
recognition software SoundID was used to batch analyse these recordings. Accuracy of the analyses was assessed
through random and targeted validation. The results have confirmed the local extinction of the species from three
sites and provided detailed calling phenology from extant sites.
Whilst more detailed analyses are pending, it is clear that in the case of Kroombit tinkerfrog the combination of
automated recording systems and sound recognition software has greatly enhanced knowledge of calling
phenology, detectability and assessment of site occupancy, and will remain a significant tool in the conservation
management of this species.
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Geographic patterns of song variation reveal timing of song acquisition in a wild avian population
Louis Ranjard1, Sarah J. Withers2, Dianne H. Brunton3, Howard A. Ross2, Stuart Parsons4
1 Research School of Biology, College of Science, ANU, Canberra, Australia
2 School of Biological Sciences, The University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand
3 The Institute of Natural and Mathematical Sciences, Massey University, Auckland, New Zealand
4 School of Earth, Environmental and Biological Sciences, Queensland University of Technology (QUT), Brisbane,
Australia

Abstract
Geographic patterns of song variation are common in passerines and can develop as a consequence of the
mechanisms of song acquisition and dispersal. In particular, the timing of dispersal relative to the sensory learning
phase and the time of song crystallization is important. For example, when the sensory phase continues after
dispersal or when males learn new songs every breeding season, i.e. open-ended learner, neighbourhoods can
develop where males share their songs. Therefore, the analysis of song variation can give us some clues on bird
behaviour.
Using a comprehensive dataset of dispersal and song recording, I will present how machine learning approaches
can be used to investigate the development of micro-geographic song variation in a wild passerine population.
Automatic methods for song detection and comparison allow us to overcome perceptual bias in the classification
of the songs of New Zealand hihi (Notiomystis cincta). We find that males tend to share more song elements of
their repertoire with their neighbours than with more distant males or with males from the same natal area,
implying that their repertoire is acquired post-dispersal.
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Investigating effects of forest understorey invasion by rhododendron on bats and owls using passive
acoustic monitoring and temporal activity mapping
Beason, R., Riesch, R. and Koricheva, J.
School of Biological Sciences, Royal Holloway University of London, Egham, UK

Abstract
Rhododendron ponticum is a non-native, invasive evergreen shrub which colonizes woodlands in the UK and
forms dense understorey. While it is often claimed that invasion by rhododendron negatively affects biodiversity,
research conducted so far has been largely restricted to plants and invertebrates. However, changes in
understorey vegetation structure caused by rhododendron presence are likely to affect other organisms as well.
For instance, understorey density is an important habitat determinant for bats. Moreover, dense rhododendron
understorey can provide cover for small rodents, which could subsequently influence abundance and activity of
their predators such as owls.
We therefore investigated the effects of rhododendron invasion on the activity of bat and owl species in
Richmond Park, London using passive acoustic monitoring. Recorders were installed in sites with and without
rhododendron in the understorey, and sites recently cleared of rhododendron. Surveys were conducted using
both ultrasonic and audible frequencies for bats and owls, respectively. Results indicate that while some bat
species that typically forage in open areas (aerial hawkers) displayed less activity in rhododendron invaded
locations, other species of aerial hawkers displayed an unusual preference for these areas. By using high
resolution (5s) temporal activity mapping, we revealed that bats are apparently using rhododendron areas for
roosting rather than foraging. We have also demonstrated differences in owl activity between the study areas.
These findings are particularly important given the ongoing clearance of rhododendron and the protected status
of bat roosts under UK law. Behaviour, breeding cycles and the purposes for which sites are used are important
considerations for long-term activity assessments. Our results demonstrate that a combination of autonomous
acoustic monitoring and temporal activity mapping provides an innovative method for assessment of animal
activity and habitat use.
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Soundscape of Mar Chiquita estuarine (Mar del Plata, Argentina)
Maria Ceraulo1, Maria Cielo Bazterrica2, Fernando Hidalgo2, Andrea Gavio3, Salvatore Mazzola4 and Giuseppa
Buscaino4
1 Italian National Research Council
2 CONICET
3 University of Mar del Plata
4 Italian National Reseache Council

Abstract
This study was conducted in the framework of the Italian-Argentinian scientific cooperation (project CAIMAR JL
funded by CNR and BOSS funded by Italian Ministry of Foreign Affair - MAECI) and aims to identify the main
components of the soundscape of the coastal lagoon named Mar Chiquita (Mar del Plata, Argentina), a Man and
the Biosphere Reserve (MAB, UNESCO). It is a body of brackish water of 46 km2, connected to the sea, with a
wide range of salinity (2 to 35 UPS) and of depth (0.7-2.5 m).
Data were collected in 2017 during a winter and summer sessions, winter and in summer with 6 autonomous
underwater acoustic recorders positioned following a distances gradient from the open sea mouth. Seasonal and
circadian patters were found for fish calls; otherwise crustaceans sound pulses did not show a clear temporal
pattern. Tide and wind dominate at lower frequencies up to 1 kHz and anthropogenic noise is mainly
concentrated close to the mouth.
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Gaps of knowledge in soundscape research
Scarpelli, M. D. A. 1, Ribeiro, M. C. 2, Teixeira, C. P. 1, 3
1 Programa de Pós Graduação em Análise e Modelagem de Sistemas Ambientais Universidade Federal de Minas
Gerais – UFMG Instituto de Geociências
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Instituto de Biociências de Rio Claro
3 UNIFEMM – Centro Universitário de Sete Lagoas

Abstract
Sounds are an important feature of both natural and anthropogenic habitats and can generate unique patterns.
Soundscape is the field of science that aims to understand the interplay between sounds and environment. There
is a growing concern with noise impacts and the studies about the sounds of a given place are increasing. In this
work we aim to identify the gaps of knowledge in the soundscape research, pointing out the areas needing more
attention. ‘Soundscape’ was used as a keyword search into Web of Science© and Scopus© databases. A total of
1,319 abstracts were accessed, from which we extracted the following information: knowledge area, focal
species, study area (urban, marine, natural), world region of study (temperate, tropical) among others. Until
2002, the number of papers publisher per year were lower than 10. Since 2003 this number increased to almost
the double (25) and continued growing until 2017 when we had 232 papers published. Our results shown a bias
towards humans in different aspects: most studies are done in urban environments (60.78%, n=561); also, the
majority of researches were made using human perception or human related subjects as a measure of
soundscape quality (64.88%, n=848). Moreover, 55.81% (n=682) of studies were interested in anthropogenic
sounds. This reflects a major concern with humans rather than wildlife. In addition, 52.5% of studies were
developed in temperate areas, although the greatest world’s biodiversity is concentrated in tropical areas. This
study is important to help us guiding new researches, filling the gaps and increasing the quality of studies by
providing comparison basis between studies. Urban soundscapes can be used as a starting point to studies in
natural areas, but the dynamics of natural habitat soundscapes should be better known and to achieve this, we
need to increase our knowledge on its processes, dynamics and possible responses to impacts.
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Acoustic recording within the New Zealand National Biodiversity Monitoring Programme
James Mortimer1, Terry Greene1, Ian Westbrooke1 and Paul van Dam-Bates1
1 Department of Conservation, New Zealand

Abstract
The National Biodiversity Monitoring and Reporting System, administered by the New Zealand Department of
Conservation (DOC), was recently developed and implemented to provide a monitoring framework to enable
reporting on national trends in biodiversity. Monitoring populations of common and widespread bird species is
one of the key elements of the programme, achieved using a combination of field observer five-minute bird
counts and identification of bird calls recorded by automatic recording devices (ARDs). Although the programme
is in its early stages, data gathered so far have proven useful in various ways, two of which are described here.
Random sample of processed ARD recordings were re-processed independently by a second person, then results
compared to ascertain the level of agreement on presence of species. The results were highly variable, with
agreement relatively high for some species (e.g. tomtit, 85.1%) and surprisingly low for others (e.g. song thrush
23.5%). A detailed look at bellbird and tui identifications confirmed that calls of these two species were often
confused. This work forms part of an on-going programme to investigate accuracy of bird survey data.
The field observer and ARD methods were compared for their effectiveness and efficiency. Both methods were
equally effective at detecting species-richness. Detection probabilities for individual species were estimated
(using occupancy modelling) and were also found, for most species, to be similar between methods. The field
observer method was considerably more time-efficient, mainly due to the additional time required to manually
process ARD recordings, highlighting one of the current limitations of ARDs.
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Acoustics sensors as a cost effective, precise and season long method of monitoring seabird colonies
Matthew McKown1, Graham Hemson2, Paige Roberts1, Abram Fleishman1 and Tim Tinker3
1 Conservation Metrics, Inc., United States
2 Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service, Department of Environment and Science, Australia
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Abstract
Labour intensive nest-burrow counts indicate the breeding population of wedge-tailed shearwaters in the
Capricornia Cays, Australia, has declined by 40% since 2001, however gathering accurate information on these
large nesting colonies is logistically challenging and costly. Acoustic sensors are a cost-effective way to increase
the scale of seabird monitoring; increasing statistical power to estimate population trends and inform
conservation actions. We built neural network classification models to detect and quantify wedge-tailed
shearwater and black noddy vocal activity (adult and chick) on recordings from four islands in the Capricornia
Cays. We then developed a Bayesian hierarchical state-space model to describe the relationship between acoustic
call rates and nest densities.
The model estimated 216,666 occupied wedge-tailed shearwater burrows and 79,632 black noddy nests on North
West Island, 77,856 WTSH burrows and 38,001 BLNO nests on Mast Head Island, 15,203 WTSH burrows and 9,655
BLNO nests on Heron Island, and 9,577 WTSH burrows and 10,028 BLNO nests on Lady Musgrave Island during
the 2016 and 2017 breeding season. A power analysis estimated that the acoustic survey would have 62.5%
power to detect a 30% decline in shearwaters over 10 years in the Capricornia Cays (criteria for IUCN Vulnerable
listing) using only acoustic data. Traditional nest count surveys at all 45 survey points every year would have
55.3% power to detect a similar decline in the wedge-tailed shearwater population.
While the size of breeding populations are important, there is a lag of several years between events influencing
reproductive output and when we can measure recruitment into this cohort. Quantification of chick calls have an
opportunity to measure the impact of drivers as they occur and an ability to discriminate between whether
reproductive success or at sea mortality is driving demographic change.
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A collaborative acoustic monitoring approach to support conservation of endangered species
A case study of critically endangered White-bellied Heron in Bhutan
Dema, Tshering, Towsey, Micahel, Truskinger, Anthony, Zhang, Jinglan, Brereton, Margot, and Roe, Paul
Science and Engineering Faculty, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia

Abstract
Advances in acoustic recording and storage technologies enable ecosystem health monitoring through various
spatio-temporal ecological investigations. This includes both species-specific acoustic monitoring of endangered,
invasive or cryptic species as well as overall assessment of species richness and diversity in the environment.
While species-specific study is widely known as bioacoustics, modern eco-acoustical tools and techniques
facilitate to carry out effective monitoring of endangered and rare species by providing richer context of the
specie’s acoustic habitat.
Recent acoustic monitoring studies aim to analyse both species-specific call and eco-acoustical measures from the
acoustic recordings. However, to date there are little studied on how these approaches can be combined to build
more effective monitoring approaches. Foremost, this involves gaining better understanding of how focal species
vocalizations patterns are characterized by acoustic indices in long-duration data. Further, we need to
characterize key acoustic indices that represent the habitat soundscape. Our goal in the current study is to design
a collaborative acoustic monitoring approach to support conservation of endangered species.
In this congress, we will present a poster that demonstrates the overview of our collaborative multi-stakeholder
project that involves participation by relevant community member, foresters, ecologists, and data scientist. This
approach mainly couples human’s pattern-recognition capabilities with machine’s processing power to detect key
signals-of interest. In doing so, we expect the following benefits: i) Gain wider context of species vocalization
within its habitat ii) Understand acoustic habitat structure across different locations iii) Ease verification process
for human experts and to derive further ecological questions. This work is reported based on our case study on
collaborative acoustic monitoring of the critically endangered White-bellied Heron (Ardea Insignis) in Bhutan.
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Acoustic structure in the dawn bird and dawn and dusk cicada choruses
Phillips, Yvonne1, Towsey, Michael1 and Fuller, Susan1
1 Science and Engineering Faculty, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia

Abstract
With human impacts increasing, understanding ecosystem functioning is becoming increasingly important. The
use of autonomous audio recorders is a recent development in our need for understanding the impacts of
humans. Field ready audio recorders have made it easier to collect environmental data in very large quantities,
but without techniques for analysis, much of this data will remain unprocessed. Automatic species recognition is
limited by the incomplete list of species available with algorithms. Alternatively, acoustic indices provide
summaries of different aspects of recordings and the use of multiple acoustic indices has the potential to increase
our understanding of ecosystem function.
Single acoustic indices can be unreliable due to the effect of sounds such as wind, rain and planes, these sounds
are often removed before analysis. To overcome this we have used a novel clustering technique using multiple
acoustic indices as acoustic features. Thirteen months of continuous audio-recordings were collected from two
different regional ecosystems in southeast Queensland. These recordings were pre-processed and summary
acoustic indices were calculated from each one-minute segment. Clustering was performed and the sixty clusters
produced were allocated to one of the following acoustic classes, wind, rain, birds, orthopteran, cicadas, quiet or
planes.
The acoustic sequence was analysed for the presence of acoustic regimes, a sustained or repeated pattern, which
in this study was focused on dawn and dusk. The results revealed a three-part structure to the bird chorus and a
two-part chorus in the cicada chorus. The three-part bird chorus corresponded with the ground-truth performed
by manual annotation. The two-part cicada chorus appears to align with known changes in the calling parameters
of the Australian Bladder Cicada. The ability of clustering to detect these subtle differences in the acoustic
features over long duration recordings suggests the potential of clustering in revealing further aspects of
ecosystem function.
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Tracking the seasonal and daily onset of the avian dawn chorus across Great Britain
Stuart Brooker1, Mark Whittingham2, Philip Stephens1, Stuart Newson3, Dave Leech3 and Stephen Willis1
1 Durham University
2 Newcastle University
3 British Trust for Ornithology

Abstract
Annual onset of the avian dawn chorus is ultimately controlled by light-induced hormone secretion in birds, but is
also reportedly susceptible to weather conditions. Diel variation in onset relies heavily on light levels, although
weather is also important. Considering this, seasonal delays to onset might be expected within regions where
favourable weather conditions occur later. Daily onset in singing should track the rising sun across the land.
However, variation in onset arising from interactions between light and weather has received little attention.
We applied the Acoustic Complexity Index (ACI) to c.30k hours of recordings of the dawn chorus, collected
simultaneously by autonomous acoustic recorders at 19 geographically and climatologically distinct woodland
sites throughout Great Britain over four breeding seasons (Jan-Aug incl.). Seasonal and daily chorus onset was
taken to be the maximum second derivative of curves fitted to the ACI scores over time.
Chorus onset at all sites was closely allied to light levels, but occurred earlier, relative to sunrise, as the season
progressed. However, interactions with weather variables meant that chorus onset was delayed with lower
overnight temperatures early in the season. This effect of temperature was site-specific. When it did occur, a
greater peak in ACI was often attained on cooler mornings. High latitude sites showed delayed but pronounced
seasonal increases in dawn singing activity, whereas the chorus at southerly sites increased steadily through the
early season.
With the first comprehensive study of the dawn chorus in woodland bird communities across Great Britain, we
conclude that observed patterns in seasonal onset are consistent with regional variation in photoperiod and
climate, and that daily onset is tightly linked to sunrise. This is particularly so during the annual peak in singing
activity, but is prone to weather-induced variation outside of this time.
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Who moved my index? Understanding the role of insects, birds, anurans and mammals on acoustic
indices in a Tropical Savannah
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Abstract
The use of acoustic monitoring is a new approach to evaluate environmental characteristics and it has been used
to analyze variation in temporal and spatial patterns of vocalizing animals. Such methods deploy non-invasive
technologies capable of generating large amounts of data and analyses of such large datasets is a challenge to
ecologists. To solve this problem acoustic indices are being developed, aiming to reflect ecological information.
However, the use of acoustic indices still needs validation so that one can reliably understand the meaning of
those outcomes. Here, we aimed to answer which of six acoustic indices best correlate with the 24h zoophony
pattern found in a protected tropical savanna. We sampled three sites at Serra da Canastra National Park (Minas
Gerais state, Brazil) using SongMeter 2 recorders for seven days in a schedule of one minute of recording every 30
minutes. We extracted the sonotype richness by counting the number of different sonotypes in each 1 minute
file, and classifying those into 4 categories: anurans, mammals, insects, and birds. The Acoustic Diversity (ADI),
Evenness (AEI), Entropy (H) and Normalized Difference Soundscape Index (NDSI) followed the temporal trends of
the sonotype richness of insects and anurans.The Acoustic Complexity (ACI) and Bioacoustic (BIO) indices were
influenced by sonic abundance and geophony and did not correlate with sonotype richness. We emphasize the
contribution of the activity of insects and anurans to tropical zoophony. We also suggest that future studies
explore measures of sonic abundance and acoustic niche occupation of sonotypes to complement measures of
zoophony richness and better understand the role of each faunal group in acoustic indices.
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Direct and indirect effects on acoustic diversity along a land-use gradient in Germany
Müller, S1, Scherer-Lorenzen, M1
1 Geobotany, Faculty of Biology, University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany

Abstract
The soundscape of a habitat is directly and indirectly a result of various biotic, abiotic and anthropogenic factors.
Vocalizing animals contribute to the biophonic component with different taxonomic groups (e.g. birds,
Orthoptera) having characteristic seasonal and diurnal patterns. The acoustic niche hypothesis postulates that a
higher organismic diversity should result in a higher acoustic richness and complexity. Land-use intensity affects
biodiversity in various ways and therefore could have an indirect effect on acoustic diversity. Further it is
reasonable to expect that an increased land-use intensity results in an increased anthropophony. Additional
indirect effects of land-use intensity on the soundscape could result from its impact on vegetation structure and
composition that modifies the sound of wind and rain (geophony). Abiotic factors such as temperature and rain as
well as noise from nearby roads and machinery have been shown to influence the calling behavior of vocalizing
animals and therefor are hypothesized to have additional indirect effects on acoustic diversity.

To test this conceptual framework we established autonomous recording systems on a total of 300 plots in
grasslands and forests established as long term research plots along a land- use and biodiversity gradient by the
German Biodiversity Exploratories. All 300 plots were monitored for a whole year, recording one minute every ten
minutes, resulting in a total equivalent of 30 years of continues recording and a total amount of 96TB of data. The
analysis of this data is still ongoing and we present first results. So far we calculated two acoustic diversity indices
(ADI, NDSI) for all plots from March 2016 – July 2016 covering the month with the main biological activity. In
general, birds dominate the biophony in May while Orthoptera (if present) dominate in July. We apply structural
equation modelling to test the above proposed hypothesis.
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Acoustic diversity of small forest patches in agricultural landscapes - a test of the theory of island
biogeography
Scherer-Lorenzen, M1, Güntert, D. 1 and Müller, S1
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Abstract
Small forest patches of different size can act as refugia or stepping stone habitats for wildlife in agriculturally
dominated landscapes. The contribution of such forest “islands” within a “sea” of intensively managed fields to
biodiversity conservation might depend on their size and distance to other forested areas. The equilibrium theory
of island biogeography, originally formulated by MacArthur & Wilson (1967), predicts higher species richness in
larger islands, and on those closer to the “mainland” or other large source-habitats.
To test this theory and its applicability on acoustic diversity we established a study system that could serve as a
model for a coordinated distributed network of soundscape study sites. Such a standardized design and
methodology could be very valuable to test global hypotheses in soundscape ecology and has been proved useful
in other fields of ecology.
As a first pilot study we recorded sounds over a period of four weeks in autumn 2017, and calculated different
indices of acoustic diversity. Structural features of the forest patches were quantified too. With increasing size of
forest patches, the Acoustic Diversity Index (ADI, Villanueva-Rivera et al. 2011) increased. In contrast, the
Normalized Difference Soundscape Index (NDSI, Kasten et al. 2012), which quantifies the ratio of anthrophony to
biophony, was independent of forest patch size. Structural diversity also increased with patch size. ADI was
positively correlated with structural diversity, while NDSI was not.
Our results support the prediction of the theory of island biogeography that the diversity of forest patches
increases with patch size and that this applies also to acoustic diversity.
However, we were not able to separate biophony from geophony in this study, and the increase of ADI with patch
size might also be due to higher levels of geophony in the structurally more diverse patches. We will continue to
record the soundscapes during periods of higher acoustic activity in spring, expecting higher levels of biophony
and thus, a stronger patch size – acoustic diversity relationship.
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Eavesdropping on the dead: Grassland soundscapes reveal significant relationships with Nicrophorus
burying beetle abundance and distribution
Dodgin, S. R. and Howard, D. R.
Integrative Animal Behavior and Ecoacoustics Laboratory, Department of Biological Sciences, University of New
Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire

Abstract
Tallgrass prairies are rapidly vanishing biodiversity hotspots for native and endemic species, and yet little is
known regarding how spatial and temporal variation in prairie soundscapes relates to non-soniferous species
composition. In this study, we utilized an ecoacoustic approach to study the abundance of five burying beetle
species found across a 16,000 ha tallgrass prairie, including the highly endangered American burying beetle
(Nicrophorus americanus). Given impending ecological shifts related to climate change, it is imperative to
understand how the acoustic signature of an ecosystem may highlight important biological relationships between
community constituents.
We used values derived from six acoustic indices to study the relationship between burying beetle abundance and
the prairie soundscape, and found that associations were unique to particular indices, species, and times of day.
For example, we found that capture rates of two diurnal species, N. marginatus and N. tomentosus, were
negatively correlated with values of the Acoustic Diversity Index, Acoustic Entropy index and the Normalized
Difference Soundscape Index (NDSI) derived from dusk, night and dawn recordings. Conversely, abundances of
the nocturnal species N. orbicollis, N. pustulatus, and N. americanus were positively correlated with Bioacoustic
Index (BIO) and NDSI values calculated from dusk recordings, and from dawn Acoustic Complexity Index values.
Despite numerous species-level relationships with the soundscape, we found no significant association between
overall burying beetle biodiversity, evenness or richness and any calculated acoustic index.
Our findings suggest that abundances of ecologically important non-soniferous community constituents may be
identified by parameters of an ecosystem soundscape. Identifying biologically relevant times from which to
extract index values was more informative than relying on gross 24-hour averages of acoustic diversity. Finally, we
show that favorable habitat for a rare necrophilous insect can be identified by the acoustic signature extracted
from a short temporal window of its grassland ecosystem soundscape.
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Acoustic monitoring of vocal rutting behaviour in ungulates using automated recording systems
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Abstract
In many ungulates the rut period is strictly seasonal. During the rut, males compete to each other, using vocal
rutting displays. Vocal rutting activity demonstrates clear dynamics: onset, peak and completion of the rut. This
dynamic is affected however by environmental factors (ambient temperature, wind, humidity, precipitations), as
well as social factor (animal density, group composition, management conditions). Rutting activity and its
dynamics characterize a population on the current time period, whereas the changes of these characteristics
allows to monitor the state of populations and compare them with other populations. Vocal rutting activity of
male ungulates is often used for animal censuses. Using automated systems for recording vocalizations enables to
collect acoustic data during a prolonged period and by the same method simultaneously in many places, and to
avoid the influence of researcher presence on vocal activity of study animals. Since 2015 we collected material on
dynamics of rutting vocal activity in male red deer (Cervus elaphus) in Russia using automated systems of sound
recording (SongMeter 2+). The recordings were scheduled for 5 min/hour, 24 hours/day, 120 min for each 24
hours, 60-70 days per each device. Recordings of rutting vocal activity have been conducted in three populations
of European red deer C.e. hippelaphus (Bryansk, Lipetsk, Belgorod), in three populations of Siberian wapiti C.e.
sibiricus (Kostroma, Tver, Khakasia) and in two populations of Far-East wapiti C.e. xanthopygus (Ussury,
Khabarovsk). In each of the locality we used from one to three devices. To date we collected data on 19 rutting
periods in total. We present data on five rutting periods in three populations with analysis of effects of rut phase,
time of day and ambient temperature on vocal rutting activity of red deer. Supported by the RSF grant 14-1400237.
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Automated monitoring of male rutting vocal activity in a natural population of impala (Aepyceros
melampus) in Namibia
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Abstract
Monitoring of impala rutting activity was conducted in a population counting approximately 800 animals
throughout the rut period in Namibia. Acoustic recordings were conducted using one automated recording
system (SongMeter 2+) mounted on a tree near a water pool visited by animals for drinking. Recordings lasted
from May 2 to May 28, 2015, during 27 nights, 20 hours per night from 14:00 p.m. to 10:00 a.m. Recording
schedule was 9 min with 1 min pause, 54 min per hour, 1080 min per night. We scored the number of bouts of
rutting calls, 3176 bouts in total. Bouts of rutting calls consisted of roars only (323 bouts, 10.2%), of snorts only
(222 bouts, 7.0%) or could include both roars and snorts in the same bout (2631 bouts, 82.8%). We calculated the
average number of bouts of rutting calls per hour per night. Before the start of active rut (May 2-12), the vocal
activity ranged from 0.09 to 2.05 bouts per hour (mean 1.35±0.98 bouts). During the active rut period, lasted 15
nights (May 13-27), the vocal activity ranged from 4.56 to 17.0 bouts per hour (mean 10.80±4.55 bouts). At the
end of the rut (May 28) the vocal activity decreased to 2.11 bouts per hour. During a night (from 14:00 p.m. to
10:00 a.m.) male rutting vocal activity varied not strongly, from 5.10 to 17.52 bouts per hour.
Maximum vocal activity was scored at 17:00, whereas a second peak of vocal activity (14.05 bouts per hour) has
been observed at 05:00 in the morning. During a night, there were two periods of lowered vocal activity: at 19:0021:00 (to 6.73 bouts per hour) and at 03:00-04:00 (to 6.86 bouts per hour). On average for all nights, male impala
produced 9.75±3.36 bouts of rutting calls per hour. Supported by the RSF grant 14-14-00237.
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Doves increase call duration but not call frequency in urban noise
Parris, K. M1, Potvin, D. A2 and Erickson, R3
1 School of Ecosystem and Forest Sciences, University of Melbourne, Parkville, Australia
2 School of Science and Engineering, University of the Sunshine Coast, Hervey Bay, Australia
3 Julie Ann Wrigley Global Institute of Sustainability, Arizona State University, Tempe, USA

Abstract
Urban noise interferes with acoustic communication in a range of animals, with potentially profound impacts on
fitness. Anthropogenic noise in cities is concentrated in the frequency bands below 2.5 kHz, presenting a
particular challenge for animals that vocalise using low-pitched signals. The acoustic adaptation hypothesis states
that the acoustic properties of a given habitat will exert selection pressure on the vocal signals of animals in that
habitat. Many species of songbirds are known to vocalise differently in noisy urban habitats, including singing at a
higher frequency, singing louder, and changing diurnal singing patterns to avoid the noisiest times of the day. Less
is known about the response of non-passerines such as doves and pigeons (family Columbidae) to urban noise.
Their low-pitched calls are subject to substantial acoustic interference in cities; however, they may be less
capable of changing their vocalisations in response to ambient noise.
During a replicated field study in Phoenix, Arizona, we recorded the calls of Inca doves Scardafella inca and
mourning doves Zenaida macroura at 24 neighbourhood parks and measured ambient noise levels. We analysed
call properties in the program Avisoft-SASLab Pro. Using linear mixed models in a Bayesian framework, we found
that both our study species used longer notes in noisier conditions. For example, note duration in the call of the
Inca dove increased by a predicted 166% between the quietest and noisiest parks in our study, at a rate of 12%
per dB(A) of noise.
However, we found no evidence that either species of dove increased the pitch of their calls in urban noise. These
results demonstrate that doves can respond to urban noise by changing some properties of their calls; next steps
for this work are to assess the effect of this strategy on population processes.
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Visualizing big environmental data with smart sampling to support knowledge discovery
Jinglan Zhang1, Paul Roe1
1 Science and Engineering Faculty, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia

Abstract
This research presents a novel approach to exploring big data with smart sampling and visualization.
The impact of climate change on human and fauna and advances in sensing technologies have demanded
environmental monitoring over large area and long period of time. Massive data sets have been collected.
However, analysing and understanding this data archive poses a great challenge, even with the advances of
modern parallel computing and machine learning techniques. As a consequence, only a small portion of data in
the digital world actually gets analysed and utilised.
One potential solution to this challenge is timely and appropriate data visualization with the support of powerful
machine intelligence. Due to its intuitiveness, information visualization is promising for improving effectiveness
and efficiency of data exploration and knowledge discovery. It has become essential and more important than
ever in the big data era, where the amount of data being processed has increased dramatically.
One of the major difficulties of big data visualization is performance, due to its large volume and high dimension,
and this is getting more critical when the speed of data gathering increasingly accelerates. One approach to
improving visualization performance is using sampling methods while preserving the perceived essential visual
information but without overly high computational cost.
We propose a novel centrality clustering-based smart sampling approach to visualising big acoustic dataset in
order to make more informed sampling than random sampling with comparable computation cost.
We evaluate the new method on a real data set with significant application e.g. endangered species. The new
method will significantly outperform existing data sampling methods in term of perceived differences and visual
fidelity. Moreover, the computational cost is comparable with simple random sampling methods.
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The development of frog survey guidelines for deploying acoustic recorders
Gration, R 1, Muir, S2, Stark, E2
1 EcoAerial, Yarraville Victoria,
2 Symbolix, Williamstown North, Victoria

Abstract
Melbourne Water is responsible for the management of 33,000 hectares of land and waterways across the state
of Victoria. Melbourne Water’s Healthy Waterways Strategy aim is to protect and improve aspects for seven key
waterway values, one of which is frogs.
Symbolix and EcoAerial (in partnership with Melbourne Water) developed survey guidelines for frog studies using
acoustic detectors. The guidelines were based on data collected at four locations on Melbourne’s urban fringe.
Data was collected over 20-nights during January and February 2017. The deployment of one and two detectors
at sample sites was also trialled. The results were statistically analysed and used for developing the guidelines.
Collection of robust data was a priority to develop the guidelines to ensure the required survey effort is applied
when monitoring frogs.
The key recommendations of the guidelines are as follows; systematic sampling e.g. 30 minutes on / 30 minutes
off throughout the day / night; detector left in place for 7-10 days; two detectors placed at each survey point with
different aspects and habitat; deploy when a range of weather conditions are predicted and, consider if any of the
expected species have any known seasonality in their call behaviour.
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Bioacoustic monitoring reveals the calling activity of an endangered mountain-top frog (Philoria
kundagungan) in response to climate
Liam Bolitho1
1 Southern Cross University, Australia

Abstract
Globally, amphibians have declined at an unprecedented rate in recent decades with more than 30% of
amphibian species listed as threatened by the International Union for Conservation of Nature. The yellow bellied
mountain frog, Philoria kundagungan, is an endangered amphibian species endemic to the upland rainforests of
northern New South Wales and southeast Queensland, Australia. This species is considered to be at risk from
future climate change however, the population trajectory of P. kundagungan is poorly known and surveys have
been hampered by their cryptic calling behaviour and subterranean habits. Climatic conditions are likely strong
drivers of amphibian calling behaviour but are often poorly understood aspects of amphibian ecology. With
detailed knowledge of the calling phenology of this species, surveys can be appropriately timed thus increasing
detection probabilities.
The influence of environmental variables on P. kundagungan calling activity was investigated at six sites across the
species’ geographic and altitudinal range. Audio recording equipment (Wildlife Acoustics, Songmeter II) was
deployed at each site and programmed to record sound every hour for ten minutes between July 2016 and March
2017. Soil temperature along with a range of meteorological conditions were recorded every hour at each site.
SongScope 4.1.5 (Wildlife Acoustics, Inc.), an automatic call recognition programme was used to automatically
detect P. kundagungan calls in sound files.
Songscope detected a total of 337621 P. kundagungan calls in 3950 hours of sound recordings. The true positive
rate for the presence of P. kundagungan calls in 100 randomly selected recordings was 99%. The results of this
study indicates that, P. kundagungan calling activity is driven primarily by soil temperature and time of day. This
study will allow future targeted surveys of this visually cryptic species to be conducted under conditions that
induce calling activity.
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Using passive acoustic monitoring to determine the efficacy of culling as a management strategy: can
we quieten the noise?
Paul G. McDonald1, Martine Maron2, Kim Maute3,4 & Richard Major3
1 Centre for Behavioural and Physiological Ecology, Zoology, University of New England, Armidale NSW 2351,
Australia.
2 The University of Queensland, School of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Brisbane QLD 4072, Australia
3 Australian Museum Research Institute, Australian Museum, 1 William St, Sydney NSW 2010, Australia
4 School of Biological Sciences, University of Wollongong, Wollongong NSW 2522, Australia

Abstract
Managing overabundant native species can be challenging, so it is imperative that accurate information on the
efficacy of management practises are obtained. In recent times, there has been a growing call for the use of culls
to remove Noisy Miner (Manorina melanocephala) colonies from key woodland areas given that this species
dominates woodland biodiversity by actively excluding other avian taxa. If culls were successful, they would
provide a relatively low cost solution to miner overabundance and rapidly increase the suitable habitat available
to other species.
Despite this, monitoring the impacts of culls is difficult and requires significant investment, particularly when
treatment spans a range of physical sites. To try and overcome these logistical issues, we combined passive
acoustic monitoring with more traditional point count survey data from trained observers to monitor the impact
of culls on Noisy Miner numbers before, and after, treatment occurred. A total of 12 different sites, ranging from
12-49ha in size, were culled three times each to remove resident miner colonies. Moreover, we also monitored
12 control sites that were not subject to management intervention for comparison.
Our recordings demonstrated far more rapid Noisy Miner recolonisation than expected. In all treated sites,
miners returned within several days, but typically within a matter of hours following the removal of resident
Noisy Miners from the area.
Rather than freeing up previously inaccessible habitat for other woodland species, despite multiple removals at
each site, our management activities did not successfully alter miner presence in the treated areas, data that
were reflected in both bioacoustic and also survey data. Beyond simple numbers however, by delving more
deeply into the types of vocalisations being produced by miners, we were also able to gain an insight into the
behavioural ecology of recolonisation and generate a more complete understanding of the results obtained.
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The Australian Acoustic Observatory
Paul Roe1, Richard Fuller2, Paul McDonald3, Lin Schwarzkopf4, David Tucker1 and David Watson5
1 Electrical Engineering and Computer Science School, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia
2 The University of Queensland, Australia
3 University of New England, Australia
4 James Cook University, Australia
5 Charles Sturt University, Australia

Abstract
The Australian Acoustic Observatory project is building a network of acoustic recorders to support research into
Australian biodiversity and more generally ecoacoustics research. All collected data will be made freely available
under a creative commons licence and will be accessible through the web. The network will comprise 400
acoustic sensors distributed over Australia in different eco-regions. Some sensors will be deployed in infrequently
visited areas where little is known outside occasional field trips during dry seasons. Each sensor will be solar
powered and sound data will be continuously recorded and kept resulting in one of the largest ecoacoustic
datasets: 2 Petabytes of data over 5 years. In this talk I will present the project, some of the challenges and design
decisions which were made and give an update on the sites and the roll-out of sensors. Unlike bioacoustics
studies, this network is not targeting specific species but rather any audible vocal species or events. We are
hoping the project will inspire others to build similar systems so the earths terrestrial biodiversity can be heard
and revealed just as the heavens are in traditional astronomical observatories.
www.acousticobservatory.org
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How reliable is song as a cue for acoustic surveys of humpback whales with changing population size
and density?
Michael Noad1, Rebecca Dunlop1 and Amelia Mack1
1 The University of Queensland, Australia

Abstract
Acoustic surveys of marine mammals have several advantages over traditional visual surveys. For an acoustic
survey to be accurate, however, there needs to be a predictable relationship between vocal behaviour and
density. The songs of humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) are produced by males primarily during the
breeding season, and are potentially a good candidate for such surveys. The function of song, however, remains
enigmatic and so its usefulness as a predictor of population density is still not known, particularly when
population density changes. We examined aspects of singing behaviour during migration of humpback whales off
eastern Australia between 1997 and 2015 including the proportion of whales that sang and the spacing of singers.
Over this period there was a six-fold increase in the population but the number of singing whales did not increase
at the same rate. One explanation for this would be if singing had a spacing function and the study area was 'full',
however there was no evidence of this. Altogether, this demonstrates that acoustic surveys are not particularly
useful for abundance surveys of humpback whales even when controlling for population, migratory phase and
site.
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Elaborate mimetic vocal displays by female Superb Lyrebirds
Anastasia. H. Dalziell1,2,3, Justin A. Welbergen3
1 Cornell Lab of Ornithology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
2 Department of Neurobiology and Behavior, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
3 The Hawkesbury Institute for the Environment, Western Sydney University, Richmond, NSW, Australia

Abstract
Some of the most striking vocalisations in birds are made by males that incorporate vocal mimicry in their sexual
displays. Mimetic vocalisation in females is largely undescribed, but it is unclear whether this is because of a lack
of selection for vocal mimicry in females, or whether the phenomenon has simply been overlooked. These issues
are thrown into sharp relief in the superb lyrebird, Menura novaehollandiae, an oscine passerine with a lek-like
mating system. The spectacular mimetic song produced by courting male lyrebirds is a textbook example of a
sexually selected trait, but the vocalisations of female lyrebirds are largely unknown. Here, we provide the first
analysis of the structure and context of the vocalisations of female lyrebirds. Female lyrebirds were completely
silent during courtship; however, females regularly produced sophisticated vocal displays incorporating both
lyrebird-specific vocalisations and imitations of sounds within their environment. The structure of female
vocalisations varied significantly with context. While foraging, females mostly produced a complex lyrebirdspecific song, whereas they gave lyrebird-specific alarm calls most often during nest defence. Within their vocal
displays females also included a variety of mimetic vocalisations, including imitations of the calls of dangerous
predators, and of alarm calls and song of harmless heterospecifics. Females gave more mimetic vocalisations
during nest defence than while foraging, and the types of sounds they imitated varied between these contexts,
suggesting that mimetic vocalisations have more than one function. These results are inconsistent with previous
portrayals of vocalisations by female lyrebirds as rare, functionless by- products of sexual selection on males.
Instead, our results suggest that complex female vocalisations play a role in nest defence and mediate femalefemale competition for territories. In sum, this study reveals elaborate female vocal displays in a species widely
depicted as an example of sexual selection for male extravagance, and thus highlights the hidden complexity of
female vocalisations.
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The use of novel acoustic methods to answer ecological questions: A case study examining the effect
of fire-return interval on bats by assessing the nocturnal ultrasonic soundscape
Broken-Brow, J.1, Armstrong, K. A.2, 3, Leung, L. K.-P.1
1 University of Queensland, Gatton, Queensland
2 University of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Australia
3 South Australian Museum

Abstract
Bats are traditionally surveyed by analysis of zero crossing recordings, with species identification based upon the
calculation of metrics compared against reference calls, and an activity index based on passes per night or hour.
The introduction of high sample-rate full spectrum recordings has driven some innovation in species
identification, but not species activity. Soundscapes and acoustic indices are an emerging trend in environmental
analysis; however the science of soundscapes has remained firmly entrenched in audible bandwidths. We are
examining the use of nocturnal ultrasonic soundscapes (NUS) and application of acoustic indices to answer
ecological questions. In this case study, we used these novel methods, in conjunction with traditional bat activity
analysis, to determine if there is an optimal fire-return interval for bats in open woodlands in Cape York,
Queensland. We will be presenting the methodology with specific reference to the equipment and acoustic
indices used, in addition to the preliminary results.
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Developing a protocol for fully annotating bird vocalizations consistently
Eichinski, P
Science and Engineering Faculty, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia

Abstract
A common task in ecoacoustics is manual annotating of vocalizations on a spectrogram by defining a bounding
box that delimits the time and frequency bounds. Depending on the ecological research questions, the task may
involve annotating every bird vocalization, rather than just selected examples. When this is the case, it is often
unclear what should be included within a single annotation, especially when the vocalizations are repetitive or
long in duration. Without a well-defined protocol, it is easy to be inconsistent, which can introduce bias into
results that rely on annotation counts.
We present the protocol developed during the process of fully annotating audio during dawn chorus. The purpose
of the annotations was to estimate overall bird calling activity from minute to minute based on number of
vocalizations and duration of vocalizations.
Due to the large variety of bird vocalizations, the rules can become quite complex in ways that were not obvious
at the outset of the annotation task. For example, for repetitive calls, different call-types have different repetition
rates, requiring a threshold at which these repetitions are grouped together as one continuous vocalization,
which then gives rise to the need of a threshold for maximum duration of annotation. Further considerations
involve whether the threshold should be based on duration of silence between repetitions or distance between
the start of each repetition, or whether the complexity of the repeated vocalization should affect this threshold.
Usually there is an answer which feels correct intuitively in each situation, however without documenting it,
inconsistency can creep in.
The protocol presented here is not necessarily applicable to all studies, however understanding the unexpected
complexities of defining its set of rules can inform the design of different annotation protocols for other studies.
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Pioneering exploration of Papua New Guinea’s nocturnal ultrasonic realm using a flexible semiautomated approach to processing bulk recordings
Kyle N. Armstrong1,2,3
1 Department of Genetics and Evolution, University of Adelaide, South Australia
2 South Australian Museum, Adelaide, South Australia
3 Specialised Zoological

Abstract
A decade ago, the contributions of bats to the nocturnal ultrasonic realm of Papua New Guinea (PNG) was almost
completely undocumented. The need to process increasingly large datasets from bat detectors set out as part of
numerous biodiversity surveys for conservation organisations, and environmental impact assessments for
development proposals, provided the impetus for the development of an expedient, flexible and reliable analysis
approach. Most acoustic surveys for PNG bats in the past eight years—since unattended all-night high-samplingrate ultrasonic recordings became possible—have relied on the resulting semi-automated system that uses a
series of filtering steps before the analyst is provided with an opportunity to inspect the output and derive the
final species list. I will review the issues associated with the analysis and identification of bat echolocation calls in
poorly surveyed parts of our Indo-Australasian region, and present examples of where my customisable,
straightforward analysis system has contributed to greater understanding of bat assemblages in large-scale
biodiversity surveys in this region.
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Automated methods for collecting and identifying frog data from acoustic recordings
Stark, E. 1, Gration, R. 2, Cooley, D. 1
1 Symbolix, Williamstown North, Victoria
2 EcoAerial, Yarraville Victoria

Abstract
Symbolix and EcoAerial (in partnership with Melbourne Water) have been undertaking work to investigate
methods for collecting robust data on frog communities using autonomously collected acoustic data. Automated
sound recordings hold great promise but robust species identification for large numbers of sound files remains
difficult in practice.
In the second part of the project, we considered methods for automatic identification of frog species. We tested
different methods and have developed a process for sound object extraction and identification. The identification
technique uses deep convolutional neural networks. We are currently researching and testing the methods and
developing demonstration software.
This talk provides an overview of the range of current techniques for automated sound identification and
discusses the limitations and opportunities of each. We present the deep learning approach and discuss its
feasibility for species identification. We discuss the impact of noisy, variable and limited training data on all
methods and potential future development paths.
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Time series methods for ecoacoustics
Toby Gifford
SensiLab, Monash University, Melbourne, Australia

Abstract
Ecoacoustic indices find use as observable proxies for underlying ecosystem properties. Indices are typically
derived from either continuous or periodically captured audio recordings, and calculated on contiguous or
periodically subsampled temporal windows. These measures can thus be naturally considered as time series. This
talk investigates some statistical machinery from the field of time series that may be fruitful in ecoacoustic
analysis.
Validation of ecoacoustic indices as proxy measures involves comparison with some form of 'ground truth' - either
direct observation of the underlying ecosystem properties, or other proxy measures for which confidence is
already established. As is typical of time series, ecoacoustic indices will in general exhibit autocorrelation, which
complicates comparison. In particular, correlations between variables can be spurious when the individual series
are autocorrelated, and calculation of statistical significance is strongly affected. Various approaches may be used
to account for autocorrelation, for example Fuller et al. (2015) augment a linear mixed-effects model with AR and
ARMA covariance structures on residuals.
Other approaches common in Time Series analysis include testing series for 'integration' then differencing until
stationarity is achieved (as measured by an Augmented Dickey-Fuller test etc.) or autocorrelation is removed (as
measured by the Durbin-Watson statistic etc.) (Box et al. 2008); and transfer function analyses combined with
Granger causality (Dean et al. 2016). These methods may suffer from what Harvey describes as a "heroic
assumption ... that a time series can be reduced to stationarity by differencing [since] non-stationarity can arise in
a variety of ways, for example changing structure" (1989, p. 81).
In keeping with Farina et al.'s (2016) notion of ecoacoustic event detection, structural times series models may be
of use since they "not only provide the basis for making predictions of future observations, but also provide a
description of the salient features of a time series" (Harvey 1989,p. 84). Structural break modelling (Ching et al.
2014) allows for segmentation of time series into statistically homogenous units for which inference significances
can be more reliably calculated, but also potentially assists in identification of underlying acoustic sources.
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Hearing ghosts: automatic classification of social vocalisations to monitor abundance and behaviour
in a threatened bat species
Nicola Hanrahan1, Christopher Turbill1, Kyle Armstrong2, Anastasia Dalziell3 and Justin Welbergen1
1 Hawkesbury Institute for the Environment, Western Sydney University, New South Wales, Australia
2 University of Adelaide, South Australia, Australia
3 University of Wollongong, New South Wales, Australia Abstract

Abstract
The ghost bat Macroderma gigas is a large, carnivorous bat that is currently in decline across much of its range.
Monitoring of M. gigas populations is therefore crucial; however, the species is highly sensitive to human
disturbance. We aimed to develop unobtrusive acoustic monitoring techniques, by taking advantage of M. gigas’
distinctive vocalisations. Specifically, we aimed to develop acoustic classifiers that could differentiate (1) between
M. gigas and other cave-dwelling bat species; and (2) among different types of M. gigas vocalisations, ultimately
to monitor temporal and geographical patterns in vocal behaviour. Using autonomous sound recorders, we
recorded ghost bat vocalisations at five roosts in Australia’s Northern Territory over a two-year period. A classifier
was designed (Kaleidoscope Pro, Wildlife Acoustics Inc) using a random subset of recordings to ensure signal and
background variation was captured. When applied to the full suite of recordings, the automatic classifier reliably
differentiated between M. gigas and other cave-dwelling bat species’ vocalisations, and among functionally
different types of M. gigas vocalisations.
Audible contact calls (chirps and trills) clustered separately from audible agonistic vocalisations (squabbles and
rasps), and these were easily differentiated from ultrasonic social calls and echolocation calls. Next, we showed
that the classifier can be used to reliably detect changes in the presence/absence, abundance, and behaviours
within M. gigas populations. We suggest that the combination of autonomous sound recording and automatic call
classification can be a valuable, low-disturbance tool to help manage and conserve this iconic cave-dwelling
species.
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Bristle Whistle: Designing engaging citizen science to find furtive birds using acoustics
Jessica L Oliver1, Margot Brereton1, David M Watson2 and Paul Roe1
1 Queensland University of Technology, Australia
2 Charles Sturt University, Australia

Abstract
Although acoustic monitoring can be an invaluable tool for detecting secretive and rare species, large-scale
analysis of environmental audio recordings presents many logistical challenges. While some projects have relied
on citizen scientists to review acoustic recordings, participation was relatively low. We investigated how to
engage citizen scientists with acoustics to look for endangered Eastern bristlebirds (Dasyornis brachypterus). The
largest stakeholder group for this species is Eastern Bristlebird Recovery Team, which has been working together
for decades to conserve the species. The recovery team and members of the broader citizen science community
were involved in contextual inquiries to co-design engaging ways to analyse environmental recordings collected in
likely bristlebird localities. Challenges to learning and accurately identifying vocalisations were revealed, including
that calls of this species are poorly-known to even experienced birders. To enable learning of vocalisations,
sustained engagement, and correct analysis of bird calls, designs must include example target vocalisations,
online communication between peers and a means to review discoveries made by peers. Such a project will
empower people to learn about unfamiliar species through acoustics. The importance of using human-computer
interaction strategies to design technologies for conservation-focused citizen science was also highlighted.
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Population trend inferred from aural surveys for calling anurans in Korea
Amaël Borzée1, Desiree Andersen2 and Yikweon Jang2
1 Seoul National University, South Korea
2 Ewha Womans University, South Korea

Abstract
Amphibian populations fluctuate naturally in size and range and large datasets are required to establish trends in
species dynamics. To determine population trends of the endangered Suweon Treefrog (Dryophytes
suweonensis), we conducted aural surveys in 2015, 2016, and 2017 at each of 122 sites where this species was
known to occur in the Republic of Korea. The focus of this study is to establish population trends rather than
population size estimates. We found that the number of calling males was influenced by environmental and
landscape variables. Encroachment was also a key factor that influenced both the number of calling individuals
and the difference in the number of calling individuals between years. While there was a large fluctuation in the
number of individuals between years at some sites, most sites displayed minimal differences in the number of
calling males. Finally, when overall population size difference for a given year was adjusted for, we found a
decreasing trend of population size over three years with a significant decrease in the number of calling
individuals at certain sites. High rates of encroachment were directly associated with such decrease.
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Acoustic behaviour and early detection of the invasive Asian house gecko
Jaimie Hopkins1, Megan Higgie1 and Conrad Hoskin
1 College of Science and Engineering, James Cook University, Townsville, Australia

Abstract
Acoustic communication is useful for nocturnal species such as geckos. The invasive Asian house gecko
Hemidactylus frenatus can be identified in a soundscape by its multiple chirp call. This study evaluated H. frenatus
call use. We assessed when geckos call, which individuals call, why they call, and how useful the call is for
detection. Using a series of wild and captive gecko experiments, we found the following: 1) peak calling activity
occurred at first light and sunset, and was higher in warmer months; 2) calls were performed exclusively by adult
males, with the exception of one juvenile; 3) geckos called the same amount regardless of opponent sex,
however, in paired males, the smaller gecko called significantly less; 4) calls differed between geckos, and chirp
rate was slightly faster when females were present; 5) dominant frequency was negatively associated with snoutvent-length; and 6) when played pre-recorded calls, geckos did not call significantly more. We conclude that the
multiple chirp call functions as a territorial or sexual broadcast signal from male signallers to conspecific receivers,
perhaps containing individual-level information such as body size. We recommend including listening components
in monitoring surveys targeted at new populations of invasive H. frenatus.
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Revealing variability in cane toad chorusing behaviour using automated acoustic recording
Sheryn Brodie1, Kiyomi Yasumiba2 and Lin Schwarzkopf1
1 James Cook University
2 Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology

Abstract
Acoustic monitoring is a common method used to survey frog populations as male advertisement calls provide for
auditory detection of species, and patterns of male vocal chorusing reflect breeding activity. The invasive cane
toad, Rhinella marina, is widespread across northern Australia and efforts to understand the reproductive pattern
of this species are aimed at finding effective methods of control. The cane toad is an opportunistic breeder
capable of breeding at any time of the year if conditions are conducive, but breeding patterns vary across
different geographic regions and habitat types. Automated audio recorders allow increased sampling across
temporal and spatial scales which can improve knowledge of breeding patterns of vocal species such as frogs.
However, methods are required to provide at least some automation of analysis to extract useful information
from the large amounts of audio data retrieved. We used automated acoustic recording over an 18-month period
covering two wet seasons at multiple breeding ponds near Townsville, northern Queensland, to investigate
patterns of cane toad chorus activity. We used a combination of automated call detection software and
visualisation with false-colour spectrograms to reduce the amount of manual listening required to collect data on
the nightly occurrence of cane toad choruses. Chorus activity was concentrated in the wet season but continued
throughout the dry season at some permanent ponds. Nightly chorusing patterns were episodic, occurring in runs
in between spells. Broad-scale temporal patterns of chorus activity varied between sites under the influence of
similar weather conditions, indicating factors other than rainfall are important in driving chorus activity of cane
toads. Our results show that increasing sampling using long-term acoustic data reveals the variability in cane toad
breeding behaviour within a tropical savanna landscape.
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Above the fray: Long-duration, false-colour spectrograms for detecting bat species in large audio
datasets
Towsey, M.1, Broken-Brow, J.2, Phillips, Y.1, Truskinger, A.1, Roe, P.1
1 QUT Ecoacoustics Research Group, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane
2 School of Agriculture and Food Sciences, University of Queensland, St Lucia, Brisbane.

Abstract
Long-duration recordings of the natural environment have many advantages in passive monitoring of species
diversity. Long-duration, false-colour (LDFC) spectrograms, prepared from combinations of spectral indices, were
originally developed to visualize 24-hour ‘soundscapes’. In this case study, we trialled the LDFC spectrogram
method to monitor individual bat species within soundscapes. Echolocating bats are typically surveyed by
recording their echolocation pulses, these recordings are most commonly analysed by visually comparing field
recordings to known reference calls and/or published metrics. As with other acoustic analysis methods, manual
analysis can be extremely time-consuming, limiting the ability to efficiently analyse long-duration recordings. We
manually analysed recordings taken from Gympie National Park over six nights, to determine the species present
within the data. These results were compared against visual analysis of LDFC spectrograms prepared at a 15
second resolution. Of the 310 bat passes recorded, approximately 54% were observable in the LDFC
spectrograms, and all of the species present in the dataset were observable in the LDFC spectrogram. Both the
length and strength of a pass influenced whether it was observable in the LDFC spectrogram. Given the initial
success of using LDFC spectrograms to identify bat species diversity and activity, we suggest that this method be
investigated further.
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A year in the life of an urban flying-fox camp: An audio perspective of a noisy and sometimes
unwelcome neighbour
Pearson, T.1, and Cheng, K.1
1 Department of Biological Sciences, Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia
Abstract
The continued expansion of urban areas and the simultaneous reduction in natural environment has led to
increasing interaction between humans and wildlife. In many cases these interactions are not perceived as
positive, and lead to a degree of conflict. In eastern Australia a significant cause of human-wildlife conflict is the
presence of large camps of flying-foxes (Pteropus spp.) in urban areas. A social animal, flying-foxes gather during
the day in large aggregations, and as much of their communication is vocal and in a range audible to humans,
they are perceived as "noisy".
Studies of flying-fox behaviour and communication have commented on both the noise and the daytime variation
in flying-fox activity within the camps, particularly around dawn and dusk. Observations of seasonal variations in
behaviour, mainly in regard to the mating season, have also been noted, but have not been investigated in any
detail.
We deployed a variety of instruments including sound level meters, audio recorders, and weather stations in an
urban flying-fox camp over a period of three years. We found that the sounds in a flying-fox camp followed a
repeatable pattern, with distinct ultradian, circadian, and circannian rhythms. These are directly related to the
flying-foxes' life cycle, with differing patterns during maternity season, mating season, and winter.
We also examined the effectiveness of strategies to alleviate the effects of this noise on human neighbours. We
measured noise levels in a number of locations and at varying distances around an urban flying-fox camp, and
found that a 10-m cleared buffer (a typical management strategy) only reduced the experienced noise levels by
an insignificant amount. We measured the effect of insulation and double glazing in a dwelling adjacent to a
flying-fox camp, and found that this did in fact drastically reduce the level and impact of the noise.
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A rapid assessment monitoring framework to characterize a loud sound event stressor on a vocalizing bird community in a US Midwestern prairie.”
Kristen M. Bellisario, Laura Jessup, John B. Dunning, Jack VanSchaik, Laura D’Acunto, Benjamin Gottesman,
Cristian Graupe, and Bryan C. Pijanowski
Abstract
1: Grasslands are a declining habitat that provide important ecosystem services such as pollina- tion, carbon
sequestration, and nutrient cycling that are supported by biodiversity. As many grassland prairie reserves are
located near urban areas, their dual conservation and recreation functions present several unique challenges to
peri-urban grassland management. One external factor that may be impacting urban grassland species is noise
pollution, a known stressor.

2: We investigated how a proposed stressor-response monitoring framework could be used to quantify changes
in a vocalizing community’s response to a loud sound event (LSE) at an urban historical park with a restored
prairie. To test this, we assessed the condition before the LSE stressor with sounds collected by passive acoustic
recorders and then compared the pre-stressor condition with post-stressor condition using time-series ARIMA
modeling. We validated acoustic index measures with vocal indicator species (common bird species) richness.

3: A comparison of forecasts and actual post-stressor observations showed a difference in ob- served acoustic
activity as measured by an acoustic index and vocal indicator species’ accumula- tion curves. Although we had
anticipated that the grassland obligate group of species would be a primary vocal indicator species for this
system, the generalist vocal indicator species displayed more acoustic changes that could be used to help assess
this urbanized system.

4: Conservation managers can benefit from rapid assessment methods to determine if changes are occurring in a
system and use these results to evaluate the relationship of the changes to iden- tified stressors. Ultimately, the
output of our proposed monitoring framework could help conser- vation managers determine human impacts
and inform regulatory practices in order to benefit wildlife and the public.
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Workshop: Streaming Lab - Workshop and Presentations on Biosphere Open Microphones (BIOM)

Organisers: Grant Smith (soundCamp), Maria Papadomanolaki (soundCamp), Rob Mackay
(University of Hull), Leah Barclay (Biosphere Soundscapes, Griffith University)

BIOM is a multi partner project developing a network of locally operated open microphones that
relay live sounds from a variety of habitats in the UNESCO Biosphere Reserves.
This special session will introduce the project from the basic technical requirements for setting up a
stream, to the organisations involved and contexts that inform it.
The UNESCO Man And Biosphere programme supports innovative relationships between people
and their environments at Biosphere Reserves around the world. We describe organisations and
individuals working together within that frame, using accessible streaming technologies to share
environmental sounds in real-time. These projects span from domestic interventions to formal
research programmes. Case studies include a 'community of transmission' that has formed around
streaming sounds of migratory butterflies in the State of Mexico; and new installations at Noosa
Biosphere Reserve, Australia, and South Walney Island, UK, where translating live sounds from
one place to another can grant access to little known, inaccessible or fragile sites.
Together these initiatives are creating an increasingly diverse and detailed 'live archive' of habitats,
with stereo omidirectional microphones that convey interactions among different species and
acoustic niches, as they shift in response to daily and seasonal flows of weather, migrations and
human activity. In some cases, as with Cyberforest at the University of Tokyo, sounds are recorded
remotely, creating long term public databases for environmental monitoring.
In the spirit of 'art-science-activism' as described by Donna Haraway, Anna Tsing and others, BIOM
combines detailed, often traditional kinds of field work with networked digital technogies to widen
and enrich our sense of place; and offers new tools for research and environmental engagement.
The workshop is an opportunity to work directly with Raspberry Pi based streamboxes and mobile
streaming technologies, and find out how to get involved in the project.
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• Grant Smith (soundCamp, UK) – Real-time ecoacoustics for art-science-activism.
• Rob Mackay (University of Hull, UK) – Live streaming monarch butterflies Danaus plexippus at their winter
roosts in the Monarch Buttefly Biosphere Reserve, Cerro Pelón, State of Mexico.
• Leah Barclay (Griffith University, Australia) – Developing live streaming within the frame of the UNESCO MAB
with Biosphere Soundscapes in the Noosa Biosphere Reserve.
• Maria Papadomanolaki (University of Brighton, UK) – Shifting perceptual ecologies through
live performance with mobile streams.
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Workshop: Real time demonstration: making and testing a software-based bio-acoustic signal
“recogniser”
Organiser: Ted Pedersen
This workshop will demonstrate how simple it can be to make a functional “recogniser” for automated bioacoustic signal detection. More importantly, the workshop will outline project design considerations and data
quality issues far more critical to the successful outcome of an acoustic remote sensing project than the fairly
routine process of making a “recogniser”.
Topics touched:
The demonstrator will touch on at least the following topics from the applied perspective of selecting and cutting
archetypal material, and then making and testing a recogniser:


Signal to noise ratio/gain



Fit for purpose data



Detectability



Target selection



Masking



Filtration



Sensitivity, accuracy and the trade-offs for each.
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Workshop: Practical issues of bioacoustic recording
Organiser: Michael Maggs from Frontier Labs
The purpose of the workshop is to cover many of the practical and technical aspects of bioacoustic monitoring
and how they affect your study. We'll discuss deploying recorders, selecting sample rates and gains, choosing the
right SD card size, environmental issues that could affect your deployment, understanding spectrograms, signal
processing and the FFT and the effects of data compression.
Topics we will cover are:
1. Recording Settings.
How far can my recorder hear? What is my volume of detection?
What gain should I use?
What sample rate should I use?
What SD card size do I need for my study? How can I get the most out of my recorder?
2. DIY electricals
Using a multimeter to measure voltage and current of a system.
Sizing batteries.
Sizing solar panels.
3. Environmental issues that can affect your deployment.
Heat, cold, pressure changes, water and condensation, UV damage.
Pests and biofouling.
Choosing the right batteries for your climate.
4. Understanding signal processing.
Sample rates explained. What is an antialising filter good for? How does noise affect what I can
hear?
Visualising frequencies (spectrograms and the FFT).
Sound attenuation in the environment.
5. Data compression.
Can I use it?
What's the best one?
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Workshop: Bioacoustics Song Meter and Kaleidoscope Pro Workshop
Organiser: Mona Doss, Wildlife Acoustics
Sign Up: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NRD9W2S

Acoustic recorders provide a non-invasive and cost-effective technique to assess species biodiversity within a
region. This will be a hands-on workshop based on the Song Meter SM4 acoustic recorder and the Kaleidoscope
Pro analysis software. The first half of the workshop will focus on the set-up and deployment of the Song Meter
SM4 recorder accounting for power considerations, site selection, recorder settings, recording schedules, etc. The
second half of the workshop will focus on data analysis with Kaleidoscope Pro to automatically organize, sort,
view, label similar calls into Clusters, use labeled Clusters to create species-specific Classifiers, and perform
advanced queries in large datasets. Limited to 20.

Pre-class Instructions
To make the most of this class please download the SM4 Configurator and Kaleidoscope Pro software from the
Wildlife Acoustics website. Please also request a Kaleidoscope Pro demo license. Note, you will have to create a
free account on our website to download software.


SM4 Configurator: https://www.wildlifeacoustics.com/download/song-meter-configurators



Kaleidoscope Pro: https://www.wildlifeacoustics.com/download/kaleidoscope-software



Kaleidoscope Pro Link to Request 15-day free
trial:https://www.wildlifeacoustics.com/products/kaleidoscope-software-acoustic/trial



Demo Recordings: Link to be sent to preregistered attendees prior to download sample recordings
prior to the workshop

Further Kaleidoscope Pro Instructions to be performed 1 week prior to workshop


Once you have downloaded Kaleidoscope, Navigate to License > Install demo or permanent license



Enter your email address and License ID



Click Activate

If your internet connection has a firewall in place, you may get a message saying that the license activation failed.
If so, Kaleidoscope will display instructions for activating the software manually using your web browser.

What to bring


Your laptop (ideally with Excel software installed) plus the software mentioned above
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Workshop: Roadmapping the future development of low-cost open-source acoustic platforms

Organisers: Dr José Lahoz-Monfort (U. Melbourne; SCB Conservation Technology Working Group), Andy Hill,
Peter Prince (U. Southampton, UK; Open Acoustic Devices)
Abstract
New approaches to designing and manufacturing technology, including open-source hardware and software,
allow the collaborative development of low-cost devices for ecology and conservation. This workshop will explore
the uses, needs and priorities of the ecoacoustics community in terms of device functionality and accessibility
(e.g. extended battery life, running detection algorithms on-device, long-distance communication…). Through a
mix of presentations and participative activities, we will document what is important to you, eliciting a wish list
of functionalities and their relative priorities. The information gathered in this workshop will contribute to
creating a roadmap towards a future low-cost acoustic platform, an open document to inspire anyone interested
in developing acoustic monitoring devices.
We will take the AudioMoth acoustic device as a starting point for discussion. AudioMoth, developed by Andy Hill
and Peter Prince (U. Southampton) with computer scientist Prof Alex Rogers (U. Oxford), was presented in 2018
(Hill et al.). It is fully open-source (software and hardware designs are freely available for others to modify and
improve) and designed for low energy consumption, making it ideal for long-term deployment. It is low-cost
(~A$80 incl. batteries, memory card and case) and it can be programmed to run real-time detection algorithms
which expand its functionality without additional hardware costs. It is the first time that this combination of
features (low cost, open-source, programmable, long battery life) is available for terrestrial PAM, effectively
opening the door for acoustic monitoring programs based on 100s (instead of 10s) of units used at a scale never
seen before. Plans are in place to grow AudioMoth into an extended open-source acoustic platform, so
understanding the needs of the ecoacoustics community is an essential input to its future development.
We would also like to give people an opportunity to meet the researchers behind AudioMoth. We propose a halfday drop-in session where we will be available to discuss AudioMoth and answer questions. There will be
hardware demos.
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Workshop: Using QUT Ecoacoustics’ Analysis Programs Audio Analysis Tool

Organisers: Anthony Truskinger (a.truskinger@qut.edu.au), Michael Towsey (m.towsey@qut.edu.au)
QUT Ecoacoustics, Science and Engineering Faculty, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia

Abstract
The workhorse of the QUT Ecoacoustics group is an unimaginatively named program called AnalysisPrograms.exe.
This program contains a collection of analysis tools, including: calculation of summary and spectral acoustic
indices, visualization of soundscapes using false-colour multi-index spectrograms, audio cutting tools, acoustic
event detection, a collection of species-specific automated acoustic recognizers, and more. Until 2018
AnalysisPrograms had been a proprietary program. However growing interest from researchers and requirements
from journals for the submission of source code has encouraged us to open source AnalysisPrograms. We now
want to ensure that the broader community benefits from this release by teaching anyone interested how to use
AnalysisPrograms.
The goal of AnalysisPrograms is do large amounts of analysis efficiently in server environments. This workshop
will be important because we will guide participants through the more powerful features of the program. We will
describe acoustic sensor configurations that produce ideal data for use with the program; installing the program;
using it on a demo piece of audio to generate indices; and further producing your own false-colour multi-index
spectrograms. Participants are invited to either attend with their own computers, so you can learn by practice or
simply to observe and take notes. Participants need not have any previous experience with technical computing
but experience using R or Python, as well as any type of terminal (BaSH, PowerShell, or cmd) will be beneficial.
The workshop will run at a relaxed pace and leave plenty of time for questions.
We also encourage participants to submit audio data to the workshop organizers that we will use as source
material for the demo. Data can be from any realm (terrestrial, marine, or freshwater), in files no smaller than
two hours per segment, totalling 24 hours of continuous recording, with a minimum sample rate of 22050Hz.
Audio submission must be licensed as at least Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike, Open
Data Commons Attribution, or equivalent.
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Special Session: Novel approaches to bat acoustic analysis
Organisers: Greg Ford (Balance! Environmental, greg@balance-environmental.com.au); Julie Broken-Brow
(University of Queensland, julie.brokenbrow@uqconnect.edu.au)

Keywords: bats, echolocation, automated acoustic analysis, foraging calls, social vocalisations, soundscapes,
bioacoustics
This workshop will explore emerging techniques for processing large volumes of microbat echolocation data and
alternative approaches to identifying and monitoring bat species and communities through bioacoustics.
Presenters will discuss topics ranging from foraging and social call structure, to automated processing of bulk
recordings and the use of bat recordings in soundscape analyses. A series of short presentations will be followed
by a panel discussion on topics raised and potential applications.

Presentations include
Kyle Armstrong (Specialized Zoological, South Australia) - Pioneering exploration of Papua New Guinea’s nocturnal
ultrasonic realm using a flexible semi-automated approach to processing bulk recordings
Julie Broken-Brow (University of Queensland) – The use of novel acoustic methods to answer ecological questions:
A case study examining the effect of fire-return interval on bats by assessing the nocturnal ultrasonic soundscape
Michael Towsey (Queensland University of Technology, Ecoacoustics Research Group) – False-colour
spectrographic analysis of long-duration bioacoustic recordings: a case study using bat echolocation.
Nicola Hanrahan (Hawkesbury Institute for the Environment, Western Sydney University) – Hearing ghosts:
automatic classification of social vocalisations to monitor abundance and behaviour in a threatened bat species
Greg Ford (Balance! Environmental, Toowoomba, Qld) – Bat foraging calls: help or hindrance in echolocation
analysis?
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Keynote Presentation: Sonic connections traversing art, science, technology and culture
Ros Bandt
Dr Ros Bandt is an internationally acclaimed interdisciplinary sound artist and researcher who has forged a unique
career profiling sound as primary material for creativity and knowledge transfer. An award winning temporal
designer, multi-instrumentalist and curator of acoustic spaces she is at once composer, installation artist,
performer, author and curator. Her original sound works and writings have challenged the hegemony of the eye
over the ear. Since 1985 she has designed fluid multichannel sound installations which provide new listening
opportunities to reconsider acoustic spaces and sonic relationships.

She was awarded the The Cochrane Smith Award for Sound Heritage from the National Film and Sound Archive in
2012 and won the sound art Australia prize for her electroacoustic radiophonic piece Mungo, derived from her
106 string aeolian harps sound sculpture installed at Lake Mungo. She was the first woman to win the Don Banks
Composers Award in 1991 and was awarded the inaugural Benjamin Cohen Peace Prize in the USA. Ros Bandt is a
founding member of the World Forum of Acoustic Ecology and lives between Athens, her North Fitzroy studio and
her 55 acre acoustic sanctuary in regional Victoria.
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Abstract:
Ros Bandt’s keynote introduces how her research endorses the ancient ideas of the sung country and explores
sound as the dominant means of knowing in Australian knowledge practices, asking questions: How is Australia’s
soundscape changing, ecologically, socially and culturally? How are we contributing to these changes, wittingly
and unwittingly? How are the sonic interventions made? Who are the scientific and creative players? Her three
Australian Research Council Linkage Grants have interrogated these relationships and research questions over the
last two decades. Bandt’s 55 acre acoustic sanctuary in regional Victoria is home to her aeolian harps which sing
country. She founded the acoustic sanctuary to ask the question; what does the land tell us through listening to
the seasons?
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Keynote Presentation: Fragments of Extinction
A multidisciplinary project on primary forest biodiversity
David Monacchi
David Monacchi (1970) is an eco-acoustics researcher, composer and interdisciplinary artist. He has been
developing the project Fragments of Extinction for 15 years, conducting field research in the world’s remaining
areas of undisturbed primary equatorial forest. The recipient of multiple awards throughout Europe and North
America, Monacchi is pioneering a new compositional and science dissemination approach based on 3D
soundscape recordings of ecosystems to foster discourse on the biodiversity crisis through science-based sound
art. His Eco-acoustic Theatre invention (a full-periphonic space dedicated to soundscape listening) has received
the international patent in 2014 and is now being built in museums and public spaces. He has worked for 25
years in cross-disciplinary contexts and produced works for contemporary music, art installation, cinema, videoart, site-specific public art, natural history, science and contemporary art museums, and is founding member of
several artistic and scientific networks. A research fellow at Simon Fraser University – Vancouver (CA) in 1998
and a Fulbright scholar at University of California, Berkeley (USA) in 2007, Monacchi has taught at the University
of Macerata (IT) since 2000, and is now professor of Electroacoustics at the Conservatorio “G. Rossini” of Pesaro
(IT). The documentary film “Dusk Chorus – based on Fragments of Extinction” is now receiving awards in
environmental and science film festivals throughout the world. A TEDx speaker in 2017, Monacchi is the
recipient of the Artistic Research Residency 2018 at IRCAM (Paris).
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Abstract:
The talk will outline the author’s long-term project Fragments of Extinction conceived in 2001 as an
environmental sound-art and science dissemination project, which is recording 24-hour 3D sound portraits of the
oldest and most biologically diverse primary equatorial forests in Amazonia, Africa and Southeast Asia. The
recordings are stored as sonic heritage of ecosystems, analysed within an ecoacoustics framework, composed
into specific 3D sound-documentaries and played back in museums and public spaces through specifically
designed Eco-acoustic Theatres. The ultimate aim is to foster audiences’ awareness on the richness and fragility of
life, at the time of the sixth mass extinction.
Within the talk, the new specific analytic work “A comparative analysis of paleo-tropical and neo-tropical
circadian hi-def recordings through advanced EEDI methodologies: a case study” in collaboration with Almo
Farina, will be presented.
More information on the project Fragments of Extinction can be found at:


https://www.iucn.org/news/protected-areas/201607/fragments-extinction-sonic-heritage-ecosystems



http://www.fragmentsofextinction.org/

1 - Yasunì, Amazon 2016 – High order ambisonics recordings in flooded forest

2 - First Eco-acoustic Theatre built in Denmark in 2017: project by David Monacchi
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Concert: Eco-acoustic composition in Fragments of Extinction
David Monacchi

Can we solve the contradiction between the perfectly ‘organized soundscapes’ produced by undisturbed
ecosystems, which we want to experience as they occur in nature, and our own drive for creation? The possible
answer generates two more questions: is it possible to use electroacoustic tools to reveal and enhance existing
configurations of species without compromising their equilibrium and beauty? Is it possible to learn from primary
ecosystems and to use the same strategies that have shaped these ancient bioacoustic communities to compose
new music? While exploring primary forests and trying to decode the acoustic bricolage of co-evolution, I
developed a compositional approach to complement sound environments with subtle processing and integrative
performance, which I had tentatively termed “eco-acoustic composition” (CD Eco-acoustic Compositions, EMF
Media - Earth Ear, 2008). The concert features a journey from the most recent to the oldest recordings operated
withing the framework of the project Fragments of Extinction, following a vector which – going backwards in time
– goes instead toward a higher electroacoustic exploration and integration of soundscape recordings of primary
equatorial forests.

Unaltered habitats - excerpts
data corpus: Rio Jauperì area and Yasunì area, Amazon (2002-2016)
dur: 12 min

A sequence of excerpts of unaltered 3D recordings operated in remote parts of the area with one of the assessed
highest species richness on Earth (both alfa and gamma diversity). The audio data were gathered during a field
recording campaign which involved several high-definition space-preservative recording techniques at the same
time, resulting in 38 audio channels recorded simultaneously at high sample rates and quantization. These
recordings represented also a specific technological challenge: the first time that an Higher-order Ambisonics
system was brought into a tropical forest. The excerpts proposed in this concert are unaltered 3D recordings
decoded in a standard planar octophony, and represent few among the habitats found in this area of primary
lowland forest, both nocturnal and diurnal.
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3 - Yasunì, Ecuador 2016 – base camp for multi-system recording

Dusk Chorus in Dipterocarp Forest (2012)
data: Ulu Temburong, Borneo
dur: 15 min

The piece is essentially a time-lapse from a continuous 24-hour 3D-Ambisonics recording of an undisturbed
primary dipterocarp forest habitat. The increasing density of the species’ vocalizations toward the night-time
usually culminates in an impressive wall of sound formed by hundreds of individual insects vocalizing from
different territories, and different species vocalizing in different frequency bands. The behavioral complexity of
this acoustic life cycle becomes perceivable and evident when the recording is compressed in time. This idea
involves a process that in its nature is both critical and paradoxical, since the bioacoustic habitat expresses its
dynamic revolution along a timeline that we do not directly perceive.
Compositionally, the 5-hour recording considered for the piece was carefully analyzed, divided into temporal
sectors, and finally condensed into 10 small parts (1-minute sections every ½ hour) around the dusk chorus, from
4.30 pm to 9.30 pm. the sections were connencted imperceptibly in a chronological order, forming a
‘compressed’ aural reconstruction, with acoustic gestures and phenomena experienced as naturally occurring but
in an accelerated overall temporal window. Except for the last 1.5 minutes of the piece, the entire acoustic
portrait is composed with unaltered recordings with no superimpositions or multitrack arrangements.
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4 - Ulu temburong, Borneo 2012 – Set up of recording system.

Integrated Ecosystem (2008)
data: Dzanga-Sangha, Africa
dur: 13 min

Integrated Ecosystem is made from a single continuous 9-hour recording of an entire night in the African primary
dense lowland forest, in the southern region of Central African Republic. The first part is a documentary created
with unaltered sectors of the recording. The second part is a transformation by means of electroacoustic
exploration of the rainforest spectrum that evolves into a composition: a sensor-aided live performance where a
digital performer interacts with the natural system while following a real-time spectrogram an a visual canvas for
decoding and integrating the ecosystem.
In order to record this dense primary forest at night, when forest elephants become very dangerous, a selfsufficient unsupervised 3D first order ambisonics Soundfield system has been displaced at the mid-level of the
forest and luckily collected safe and sound in the morning !
In Integrated Ecosystem, the biodiversity of the Bai Hokou habitat (a natural clearing surrounded by primary
forest) contains an extremely complex set of momentary and circadian cycles. The ecosystem links hundreds of
sonic languages that share the same acoustic habitat (in this case, vocalizations of several species of frogs, insects,
nocturnal birds, gorillas, monkeys and forest elephants). Thus, the first half of the piece is a reconstruction that
reflects the development in articulation and density of the different biophonies, in chronological order.
The second part of the piece is an exploration of the audible and inaudible spectrum. Recordings were made at a
high sample rate (96kHz and 192 kHz), allowing for the recording of species (mostly bats and insects) whose sonic
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languages occupy a frequency range twice as high as what is audible to human ears. We hear their frequency
shifts and then the entire spectrum, which is scanned through powerful brickwall filters for focusing on a single
frequency (species) at a time. Further, this section is punctuated by live electronic synthesis controlled by infrared
sensors that detect the movements of the performer’s hands, which trigger a generative synthesis by Stria, a CSound custom software for probabilistic additive and FM synthesis. The live interactions are rigorously performed
within the available frequency and temporal niches, and the performer follows the real-time spectrograms
projected in the hall, building a metaphor as of one species that interact within a composite ecosystem while
trying to find a balanced, harmonic relationship to it.
For the Ecoacoustics Congress 2018, the live electronics score of the piece is presented as a recording. The
original performative integration was recorded live at the conference “Soundscape in the Arts”, Oslo (2010).

5 - Dzangha-Sangha,Central African Republic, August 2008 –

6 - Notam, Oslo, Norway2010 – Live sensor-aided performative integration

First-order Ambisonics Soundfield recording in Bai habitat.
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50 Years of Wildlife Sound Recording in Australia
Andrew Skeoch
Australian Wildlife Sound Recording Group
Abstract
Andrew Skeoch is the president of the Australian Wildlife Sound Recording Group and a bioacoustic researcher,
naturalist and Australia's best-known nature soundscape recordists. Together with his partner, photographer
Sarah Koschak, he established the independent label Listening Earth in 1993 to publish authentic, natural
soundscape recordings. This work has now taken him around the world, documenting the sounds of iconic
landscapes and threatened ecosystems in remote locations in Asia, India, Africa and the Americas in search of
some of our planet’s most beautiful and fascinating sounds. To date, they have published over 80 albums, and
Listening Earth has grown to include the work of pre-eminent colleagues. Their CD albums 'A Morning in the
Australian Bush' and 'Favourite Australian Birdsong' have each sold over 50,000 copies. Andrew has also
contributed sounds to films such as 'Pirates of the Carribean', Disney's 2016 remake of 'The Jungle Book' and
Peter Gabriel's soundtrack to 'Rabbit Proof Fence'. Andrew's current research focuses on acoustic ecology,
ecoacoustics and the value of listening to the environment.
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Acoustemology and (re)composition
Steven Feld
Abstract
This presentation explores critical conjunctions of acoustemology and (re)composition. Three stories that
audibly entangle the sounding and listening lives of cicadas and humans in Papua New Guinea, Japan, and
Greece conjoin Philippe Descola's metaphorical use of “re-composition" in The Ecology of Others with the forms
of relational listening research and artmaking I call acoustemology (acoustic epistemology, sound as a way of
knowing). This leads to exploring how re-composition is metaphorically and literally brought together in Voices
of the Rainforest, a 7.1 cinema surround sound work. In an hour, Voices of the Rainforest sounds a day in the life
of the Bosavi rainforest and Kaluli people of Papua New Guinea. The 1991 recording was the first commercial CD
that consisted equally of environmental ambient sound and what it inspires and cohabits in human sonic
expressions. The new 25th anniversary collaborative listening artwork uses immersive audio to renew and
amplify how an audible "companion species mainfesto" performs ecopolitical advocacy with deep local
consequences.
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Vanuatu Womens’ Water Music: Connecting cultural knowledge to the Acoustic Ecology and
Ecoacoustics in Vanuatu
1

Sandy Sur, 2Tom Dick and 3Catherine Grant
Leweton Cultural Village, Vanuatu; 2Further Arts, Australia; 3Griffith University

1

Abstract
Leweton Cultural Group hails from the remote tropical northern islands of Gaua and Merelava in Vanuatu, and
live in a village in Espiritu Santo where they present, share, and maintain their unique cultural traditions and
practises across cultures and generations. These remote Island communities are experiencing the true
ramifications of climate change and continue to explore methods to bring and wider global awareness and
engagement with the fate of their islands. The Leweton Cultural Group has attracted attention from across the
world through presenting traditional performances including the Vanuatu Women’s Water Music – a cultural
performance deeply connected to the environment.
Sandy Sur’s research aims to highlight the value of Vanuatu Water Music and its connection to the environment.
He believes the Vanuatu Water Music is now evolving in response to rapidly changing climates and Sur
advocates for this tradition as a call to action. He describes the Water Music as a message passing through space
that connects with every aspect of the surrounding environment; the sound travels and transforms, but remains
part of an interconnected mesh that allows people to understand land, water, nature and culture. This resonates
strongly with what Timothy Morton describes as the vast intertangling ‘mesh’ flowing through all dimensions of
life and Steven Feld’s concept of acoustemology, exploring sound as a distinctive medium for knowing the world.
Sur and his community perceive sound and water in similar ways – a substance that is essential for survival with
cultural and spiritual significance.
Sur recognised the possibilities of interdisciplinary projects, ecoacoustics and new technologies as a means to
generate global awareness and inspire climate action. This has sparked a range of collaborations that continue
to adapt and evolve in collaboration with his community. This presentation will reflect on existing and emerging
collaborative projects and possible pathways for assisting Vanuatu to deal with climate change mitigation and
adaptation through ecoacoustics and listening.
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Live Ecoacoustics for interdisciplinary research: Real-time monitoring in aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems
Leah Barclay
Queensland Conservatorium Griffith University
Abstract
This paper introduces the possibilities of real-time audio through a series of interconnected large-scale projects
that frame acoustic ecology as a socially engaged, accessible, transdisciplinary field that can inspire local and
global communities to listen and participate in conservation efforts. The research embraces the rapidly emerging
scientific research in ecoacoustics and draws on the strong foundations of sound studies, deep listening and
environmental sound art.
The scientific advancements of ecoacoustics have provided clear evidence that sound is a key measure of
ecosystem health and can provide non-invasive, efficient and viable data for understand environmental change.
However, listening has not played an active role in many existing studies. Acoustic sensors are often deployed in
the field at predetermined locations and analysed using automated algorithms. The resulting data is produced
without drawing on the far more nuanced capacity of our auditory perception. Yet listening and our
comprehension of the acoustic data can inform every stage of the process and dramatically increase our abilities
to collect precise information – from selecting locations in the field to recording techniques and analysis. The realtime tools developed through this research are designed to inspire active listening.
The featured projects focus on a diversity of ecosystems including freshwater ecoacoustics in global river systems,
sonic activism on the Great Barrier Reef and mapping the cultural and biological diversity of UNESCO biosphere
reserves through sound. Real-time audio has become increasing important in this research over the last decade,
for both scientific and artistic purposes. This is particularly evident in the BIOM project, a multi partner project for
a network of open microphones in UNESCO Biosphere Reserves, relaying real-time sounds and establishing new
long-term databases for public engagement and research. BIOM brings together a group of pioneering arts and
science initiatives and builds on them to establish new live streams from places of exceptional ecological and
acoustic interest. It relies on technical and other approaches developed by Biosphere Soundscapes (Brisbane,
Australia), Locus Sonus (ESAAix, Aix Marseille Univ, CNRS, PRISM, Marseille, France), Cyberforest (Tokyo, Japan),
Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve (Stanford, CA, USA) and SoundCamp (London, UK). The project is establishing
high quality streams from a variety of habitats to provide distinctive resources for research, monitoring, artistic
work and community engagement. This provides a platform for accessible global engagement with ecoacoustics
through a real-time observatory and interactive sound maps showcasing terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems across
the planet.
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Real-time ecoacoustics for art-science-activism
Grant Smith
Locus Sonus
Abstract
BIOM is a multi-partner project developing a network of locally operated open microphones that relay live sounds
from a variety of habitats in the UNESCO Biosphere Reserves. This presentation introduces the project from the
basic technical requirements for setting up a stream, to the organisations involved and contexts that inform it.
We describe organisations and individuals working together within that frame, using accessible streaming
technologies to share environmental sounds in real-time. These projects span from domestic interventions to
formal research programmes. Case studies include a ‘community of transmission’ that has formed around
streaming sounds of migratory butterflies in the State of Mexico; and new installations at Noosa Biosphere
Reserve, Australia, and South Walney Island, UK, where translating live sounds from one place to another can
grant access to little known, inaccessible or fragile sites.
Together these initiatives are creating an increasingly diverse and detailed ‘live archive’ of habitats, with stereo
omidirectional microphones that convey interactions among different species and acoustic niches, as they shift in
response to daily and seasonal flows of weather, migrations and human activity. In some cases, as with Cyberforest
at the University of Tokyo, sounds are recorded remotely, creating long term public databases for environmental
monitoring.
In the spirit of ‘art-science-activism’ as described by Donna Haraway, Anna Tsing and others, BIOM combines
detailed, often traditional kinds of field work with networked digital technologies to widen and enrich our sense
of place; and offers new tools for research and environmental engagement.
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Following the Flight of the Monarchs
Rob Mackay1, Pablo Jaramillo López2, Leah Barclay3, David Blink4 and Lincoln Brower5
1

University of Hull, UK; 2UNAM, Mexico; 3Leah Barclay, Griffith University, 4College of the Siskiyous, USA;
5

Sweet Briar College/University of Florida, USA

Abstract
Following the Flight of the Monarchs is an acoustic ecology project focused on the ecosystem of Cerro Pelón in
central Mexico, which is one of 669 UNESCO Biosphere Reserves around the world. It is also one of 4 protected
Monarch Butterfly Reserves which the Monarchs migrate 3,000 miles to from Canada each year for overwintering.
In January 2018, a team of scientists, artists and technicians visited the reserve to install a streambox, which
broadcasts the sounds of the mountain forest in real-time via the Locus Sonus Soundmap. The streambox was
designed and built by SoundCamp, and is a new prototype developed for streaming quiet soundscapes. An
additional pre-amp and more sensitive microphones have been fitted, and at times, the swarming behaviours of
millions of butterflies can be detected, as well as a number of their predators.
The project, led by Dr Rob Mackay at the University of Hull, connects with Biosphere Soundscapes; an international
project led by Leah Barclay at Griffith University to map the changing soundscapes of UNESCO Biosphere Reserves
through art, science and technology. The live stream is part of the BIOM project, in which live streams are being
installed in UNESCO Biosphere Reserves in collaboration with SoundCamp.
Following the Flight of the Monarchs has several objectives, including using the stream for environmental
monitoring and public engagement, as well as engaging the local community in a sustainable economic model
based around the preservation of the Monarch’s habitat which is under threat from forest degradation. The
project is collaborating with the Monarchs and Their People arborists scheme, which is providing paid roles in the
preservation of the Cerro Pelón reserve. Further public engagement and exploration of the site is being explored
through outdoor performances in the reserve, combining music, poetry and dance. An album/DVD is being
created as part of this aspect, furthering phenomenological research into playing place, exploring our relationship
within, and as part of, the environment.
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Distributed Data Storage for Field Recordings
Toby Gifford
SensiLab, Monash University
Abstract
How many hard drives of field recordings do you have, languishing in a drawer, label faded, catalogue lost on
some other forgotten drive, expired cloud service or inaccessible work server from a previous job? The question
of data storage, sharing and cataloguing has been vexacious from the inception of acoustic ecology, and, despite
the erstwhile digital revolution, remains an open problem. A common refrain is the need for a centralised
database of recordings, and numerous teams have embarked upon such projects, from the World Soundscape
Project to large institutional bioacoustic archives such as those at Cornell and the Berlin Natural History
Museum. Yet by design these repositories are not readily extensible, nor is there a common standard for metadata or file formatting.
I argue instead for a distributed data storage approach, based on peer-to-peer file sharing and torrent repository
protocols. Much as internet media technologies present both advantages: robustness, future-proofing,
inclusivity; and disadvantages: questions of provenance and quality assurance; so too a distributed database
approach to global field recording archives would require protocols for authentication, verification, peer analysis
and certification to be of use in ecoacoustics, bioacoustics, and acoustic ecology generally.
I present a preliminary implementation of such a distributed database, utilising the new WebRTC (real time
communications) open framework for extensive cross-platform compatibility, and end-to-end open
technologies. I invite congress delegates to collaborate on an RFC document to create an internet standard
based on a spectrum of existing meta-data debates from the World Forum for Acoustic Ecology, the bio- and
ecoacoustic communities, and wildlife recording groups.
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Authenticity in the creative use of field recordings
Alice Bennett
Australian Institute of Music
Abstract
This talk will question the perception of authenticity in the creative use of field recordings and identify the
key factors for which a work may be considered valuable and creditable. It will look at the practice of
Hildegard Westerkamp, Barry Truax, and other composers in the field of acoustic ecology and attempt to
outline the benefits of different approaches to field recordings, addressing the following questions: Is it
inappropriate for an artist to use field recordings that they did not collect themselves? Is a work with
processed recordings better or more valuable than those without processing? Is the role of the artist to
give the listener a deeper understanding of the issues surrounding a particular recording, or can they
simply use the environment for artistic inspiration? It contends that through examining the content of a
field recording the artist gains a deeper understanding of the environment and issues that impact it, and is
therefore in better stead to communicate that message in and around their work. However, the artist’s job
is varied and ever-changing, and their choice to engage with field recordings without close examination
does not make their work or their artistic voice less valid. Many electroacoustic composers dissect field
recordings to inform the harmonic content of other instruments or layers in their works. Is this practice
intended to affect the listener’s perception of the material, or is the current trend of data sonification just
perceived to be less abstract than a purely intuitive response to field recordings and therefore more
authentic?
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Personal explorations with acoustic ecology in live performance: three case studies from Australia
and South Africa
Vicki Hallett
Abstract
Through three case studies of live performances in Australia and South Africa, I will reveal my compositional
process and demonstrate a unique approach to acoustic ecology, science-based resources and music
performance that connects with the sounds of the natural environment to create innovative and informative
performances and installations. The exploration covers the site of the Limpopo River bordering South Africa and
Botswana where I performed a live improvisation with local Hippopotami responding to wildlife and drawing
inspiration from guide calls, listening excursions and animal sounds; to a collaborative festival installation where
the public were invited to immerse themselves within images and sounds of the You Yangs, a regional Australian
landscape, highlighting anthropogenic sounds and encouraging future sound walk visits; as well as using
scientific field recordings of forest elephants from Cornell University’s Elephant Listening Project to create
informative live music performances exploring improvisation, infrasound and conservation issues. All three case
studies focus on the acoustic ecology of a particular environment allowing audiences to witness the interaction
and creative process of a musician reacting to sounds whether they be anthropogenic or wildlife-based in an
“eco-acoustic composition” (Monacchi 2016) and brings wider attention and awareness to endangered species,
highlighting the urgency of environmental action and showing the possible value of environmental sound art in a
live performance context. Scientific details are disseminated to the public during presentations stressing the
link between conservation, science, the arts, humanity and nature and are designed to encourage listeners to
think more deeply about their relationship to the environment and that sense of interconnection. The case
studies link music, acoustic ecology, science, conservation awareness and public immersion in sonic experiences
which may inspire other artists to create new work around ecological themes and scientists to consider the
value of music.
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Visually Exploring the Acoustic World
Leah Gustafson1, Chris Carter1, Susan Fuller2 and Leah Barclay3
1
School of Creative Practice, Creative Industries Faculty, Queensland University of Technology
2
School of Earth, Environmental and Biological Sciences, Queensland University of Technology
3
Queensland Conservatorium Research Centre, Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia
Abstract
Communicating the importance of soundscapes to the general public is challenging. Acoustics play an
important role within natural ecosystems allowing birds and animals to communicate and find food. The
sounds of nature recorded by several artists such as Murray Shafer and Bernie Krause several decades ago
started to acoustically witness the world’s changing soundscapes. Artistic works, such as David Monacchi’s
Fragments of Extinction, have sought to create a sonic record of specific ecosystems: primary forests on
the equator. Other artists have focussed on other ecosystems (Leah Barclay’s River Listening) and even
urban environments (Displaced Sound Walks by Yolande Harris).
This presentation will discuss the development of this series of creative works that aim to use ecoacoustic
visualisations within immersive mixed reality environments to support and enhance the auditory
experience. The use of a variety of development techniques and platforms will be discussed, along with the
combination of immersive audio and visuals that provide a way for users to be immersed in an area of
natural quiet not easily accessible to the general public. The first work will be referenced and used for
demonstration purposes where appropriate throughout the presentation.
This series of creative works aspires to showcase the complexity of natural soundscapes to a broader
audience while allowing better communication through visualisation, a way to see information in a new,
and more insightful way. This will help to further show the importance of the “naturalness” of wild and
semi-wild places. The ways of visualising ecoacoustics developed for this artistic work will have the
potential to provide a basis for novel ways of interpreting ecoacoustics data, blurring the line between art
and science.
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Waking up to Waste:
Exploring the transformative capacities of Deep Listening and Sound Art
Amanda Terry
Queensland University of Technology
Abstract
The study investigates how improvisational sound art composition, focussed through a practice of ‘Deep
Listening’, can promote new insights into societal understandings of ‘waste’. This mixed methodological study,
with a strong basis in practice, is strongly informed by the work of ‘Deep Listening’ pioneer and practitioner,
Pauline Oliveros, whose methods sought to radically enhance receptivity to the transformative capacities of
sound.
The study is expressed 60% through practice and 40% through exegesis. It begins with a series of Deep Listening
exercises for small groups of sound artists, tailored in ways that promote their sensitivity to the environment. It
then engages them in processes of listening, improvisation and the ‘sounding’ of found physical waste objects,
prompting their increasing reflection on the impact of those waste materials within the environment. It will
conclude with an improvised public sound art performance (to be presented for examination) that seeks to
understand the capacity of this tailored practice to act as a broader force for positive transformation around
public attitudes towards waste.
The study's contribution lies in the development of an ecologically-focussed sound arts practice for arts
practitioners, who can apply Deep Listening as an acoustemological method to enhance their, and their
audiences', awareness of the societal contexts of waste (and by extension the imperative for its reduction)
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Phase-invariant spectral layering, steering, diffusion and suffusion
Matt Hitchcock
Queensland Conservatorium Griffith University
Abstract
Many ways exist for breaking sound down into particles (temporal) or layers (spectral) for scientific or artistic
purposes. When treating sound for stereo playback where sub-layers of a whole sound are desired, for example
in performance- diffusion or surround contexts, the creative benefits of accessing discrete spectral-layers of a
‘whole’ sound can be significant. However, a significant issue for breaking sound down into spectral layers, with
access to discrete outputs for treating those layers as different sound- sources, is heard to exist with current
technologies due to obvious and displeasing phase issues at each spectral boundary. A single complex solution
does not exist (e.g. 1 input with 16 outputs of individually phase-invariant band-passed layers), and distributed
solutions (e.g. ‘copying’ the source 16 times and using 16 band-pass filters) results in impractical workflows and
noticeable phase-based artefacts, even when using phase-linear filters. This paper presents a novel approach to
efficiently splitting a sound into spectral layers while maintaining complete sample-accurate phase-invariance
(zero-sums with the original using a phase-inversion test). This solution results in scientific accuracy, operational
efficiency, leading to creative flow, and the compositional freedom to place any spectral band in any location in
the compositional space and in any combination across source sounds.
Further, creative approaches to utilising the resultant spectral layers are presented for composition or
performance contexts. Here, the term suffusion is used separately to its usual synonym diffusion, because in a
sonic context the term diffusion contains idiomatic meanings, typically referring to the way sound scatters when
reflected from irregular surfaces, or to the practice of performing the live movements of a stereo sound source
into an array of speakers surrounding the audience. Consequently, the term diffusion is clarified in relation to
the spread of sound, the term suffusion to refer to the actions or processes leading to a gradual saturating or
slow spread, and inter-diffusions being the mingling or blending of two sonic substances to create a single new
substance.
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Sonic Ruptures in Featherstone Place: An Ecoacoustic Approach to Urban Sound Installations
Jesse Budel
University of Adelaide
Abstract
Featherstone Place is an urban sound installation responding to the eponymous alleyway in Adelaide’s CBD. It
draws on Jordan Lacey’s concept of ‘sonic ruptures’ (Lacey 2016), which are sound installations aimed at
improving the aﬀective qualities of urban acoustic environments.
Running 24/7 and informed by ecoacoustic principles and research, the installation responds to and interacts
with the changes in the urban soundscape over the course of a day-night cycle.
Comprised of field recordings of Featherstone Place and samples taken from around the city, the subtle activities
of the night shift to the daily hustle and bustle, with the dawn and dusk chorus of local birdlife, and fluctuation
in foot traﬃc, vehicle movement and air conditioner drones as people go about their daily business. The sounds
produced are processed in relation to live environmental metrics, including weather data (temperature, air
pressure, humidity) and traﬃc density, amongst others.
In this oral presentation, sound artist Jesse will discuss the creative process behind Featherstone Place. Routed
in the new ‘Ecotonal’ creative framework (a six-step process integrating soundscape ecology principles and
methods with music composition and sound art practice), the conception, collation of data, preparation of
material for creative use, compositional assemblage, and sonic realisation will be explored. A conclusory
reflection of the creative process and outcomes considers the role of ecoacoustics in creative urban-based
sound works.
Featherstone Place was a collaborative project with Zephyr Quartet and BASEM3NT, exhibiting between AprilMay 2018, and made possible through a New Music Network LAB Mentorship.
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Leagues of Breaking Light
Naima Fine
Abstract
Leagues of Breaking Light ("LoBL") is a cross-artform musical work exploring ecological research, novel
composition techniques, science/art convergence, and knowledge dissemination.
LoBL was created primarily during residency at Lijiang Studio (Yunnan, China, 2015). It artistically re-imagines the
PhD dissertation, Climate-driven change in Himalayan Rhododendron phenology (Dr Robbie Hart, 2015). Dr Hart
used diverse data-sets and methodologies to examine how climate affects seasonal timing of reproductive lifehistory events in Rhododendrons of Mt. Yulong, Yunnan, China. He found complex responses to climate change,
with temperature responses varying among species and elevations, and warming in different seasons driving
contrasting responses.
Using selected research fragments, I created four techniques of sonification, from highly accurate to freely
interpreted:
Approach 1: Herbarium-derived model predicts observed phenology (4.5/9min: 2 data years). A rigorous musical
codification of graphed data characteristics, used to generate a sonified output.
Approach 2: Rhododendron species buds/flowers/past (1.5-15min: 10 scores, 1 per species). Loose
interpretation of raw data of each species into an unconventionally notated score.
Approach 3: Ten Rhododendron species (~10-30min: 10 scores, 1 per species). Botanical illustrations drawn from
species photos. The illustrations have optional graph overlays and are freely interpreted graphic scores.
Approach 4: …and everywhere the rocks swamped… (~5½min). A composed score using a quote from “Riddle of
the Tsangpo Gorges" (Francis Kingdon-Ward, 1926). The quote is set as text for two unison tenor voices, one
each in English and Mandarin.
LoBL is an ambitious and experimental work; my most significant compositional landmark to date. The
soundworld and accompanying visuals are experiential, delicate, robust, curious, and compelling. In future work
(including an awarded residency with Tilde New Music Festival, 2019) I’ll continue exploring the techniques I
developed. I hope LoBL helps ecological research reach new audiences, and contributes to the increasinglyrecognised value of artistic expression of diverse disciplines.
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Listening to Country, Situated Vibrotactile Acoustic Practices within Aboriginal Songspaces
Andrew Bellaty
Abstract
This presentation describes my experimental practice based research into the multi sensory aesthetics of
situated listening. My work draws upon the Aboriginal idea of ‘Listening to Country’ through song practice. It is
based upon a model of listening that extends beyond audibility, to sub-audible energies and vibrotactile
phenomena and, thus, suggests a more complex and grounded notion of sound, perception and a connection to
the environment. This model challenges the compartmentalization of the dominant euro-centric sensorium
where sound has become something that can be easily quantified, recorded, reproduced, stored and
disseminated through technological means and attenuated by digital media practices. Sound and listening is
instead situated energetically, perceptually, corporeally, and environmentally, enmeshed with place and culture
through practices connecting human to non-human bodies and entities. My creative practice is derived from my
experiences and collaborative work with Aboriginal communities in song practices evincing a very deep,
connection to 'Country' developed through highly trans-sensory attention and activation of place and
temporality. Based upon these extended modalities I propose a decolonizing critique of the euro-centric concept
of sound and listening tied to the capacities of experimental creative practice.
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Sonic Dreams [2017] for prepared piano, found-object percussion and home-made electronics
Vanessa Tomlinson
Queensland Conservatorium Griffith University
Performed by Vanessa Tomlinson, Erik Griswold and John Ferguson.

Sonic Dreams is an imagination of lost and unknown sounds. Performers improvise their way through 8
imaginary soundscapes – the turtle coming up for breath; the spines of the giant echidna rubbing against a tree;
the stick-nest rat moving about in its nest for example.
This piece is composed for and dedicated to GreyWing Ensemble, a group of sonic investigators that live in
Perth, Australia. All the sound worlds imagined in this work once belonged to this area of the world, and are
now either extinct or critically endangered. In the case of the turtle Pseudemydua umbrina, its habit is now the
Perth airport where it remains in a critically endangered state, its sound world totally transformed.
Vanessa is an artist dedicated to exploring how sound shapes our lives. With a long history in experimental
music, Vanessa uses this body of knowledge to consider how we listen through site-specific explorations of
space and place, and through investigating our potential to explore new ideas through sound. Trained as a
percussionist, Vanessa relies on this sonic investigation of objects to build compositions, create contexts for
improvisation, and collaborate across art-forms and disciplines. She has toured the world for 25 years,
premiering over 100 works by significant national and international composers, presenting work at major
international festivals, and collaborating with improvisers, dancers, artists and more.
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Throwing Light
Matt Hitchcock
Queensland Conservatorium Griffith University

Abstract
This work explores the concepts of timbre manipulation using recordings of bird life and nature habitats in
conjunction with cross-modal synthesis, making primary use of phase-invariant spectral steering, spectral-space
manipulation, sound-envelope manipulation and source-obfuscation and exposure of sounds to create a
compositional narrative. This work is interpretive not metaphorical – sounds are used unaltered as well as
obfuscated, some designed to evade precise categorisation, others morphed into new sounds using grains of
other sounds. Sonic sleight of hand is core to this work, experimenting with frequency, envelope and spatial
shapes to describe and invoke emotions of dominant memories – birds, wind, water, trees, isolation from
people yet surrounded by energy and the vibrancy of nature – the deep rumbling notes of tons of thundering
water just inches from the body as I slide down a slender rope to the forest floor, a short time later, the relative
silence that is not silence as I reduce my listening to capture fragments of sound being exhaled by the life
surrounding. The composition speaks to emotional dynamics experienced in a single interactively-complex
context (nature). The context is not meaningfully described as images would capture a form of reality, but
interpreted and revoiced through sound. Presented here are my expressions of attempting to portray elements
of the consistency that at first may appear to be repetitive, but on closer listening proves to be ever-evolving.
Any sense of stasis given by standing still in a sonically-active natural environment comes from becoming
absorbed in the bigger picture, allowing oneself to be calmed by the surface topologies of the overall sound.
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Migration Patterns: Saltwater
Leah Barclay
Queensland Conservatorium Griffith University

Abstract
The ocean is a complex acoustic environment, where marine life is reliant on sound to communicate and survive.
Sound is felt, reflected and absorbed in aquatic ecosystems. It propagates underwater at different speeds and is
affected by temperature, pressure and salinity. The impacts of climate change are often very visible in terrestrial
environments, yet dramatic changes in marine ecosystems are going unnoticed simply due to visibility. Increased
anthropogenic noise and rising temperatures continue to cause unfathomable ecological disruptions that are
dramatically transforming the acoustic ecologies of our oceans.
‘Migration Patterns: Saltwater’ in an immersive sound installation exploring the fragility and complexity of marine
life that live in a world of sound and vibration. Drawing on a large database of hydrophone (underwater)
recordings from the coastline of Queensland, this work traces sonic migration patterns and shifting ecologies from
the smallest micro crustaceans to the largest marine mammals on the planet. The recordings focus around the
Great Sandy Biosphere Reserve and K’Gari (Fraser Island), a major transitory point for humpback whales on their
southern migration. The whale song continues to adapt and evolve in response to changing environments and the
recordings are contributing to ongoing scientific research on the value of aquatic acoustic ecology in climate
action.
The creative development of Migration Patterns: Saltwater has been supported by the Queensland
Conservatorium Research Centre, Griffith University through Leah Barclay’s postdoctoral research in acoustic
ecology and climate change. Additional hydrophone recordings for this project have been provided by Marine
Biologist Elisa Girola at JASCO Applied Sciences.
The work premiered at Arts House Melbourne as part of ‘in extremis’ 1-10 November 2017. This exhibition
explored climatic extremes are the new meteorological normal for our planet and offered human, interspecies,
plant and geological perspectives, and visceral experiences of the fragility, resilience and collapse of systems and
ecologies.
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What is Unheard is Felt
Nicole Carroll
Queensland Conservatorium Griffith University and Brown University
Abstract
A high-fidelity sonic landscape is generally thought of as one with a higher signal-to-noise ratio. Typically we
think in terms of reducing noise to hear “nature.” But what is often overlooked in the quest for the sublime and
“pure signal” is that nature itself is noisy. Nature, the desired signal, is often dense, aggressive, and
overwhelming. But noise is not simply loud. Sometimes the noise is deafening, sometimes you have to get very
close, and then there are sounds that humans are not privy to without the aid of technology, such as the sounds
of aquatic life.
This piece for multichannel audio and single-channel video projection utilises field recordings of “noisy-nature,”
such as aquatic and terrestrial insect choruses and lorikeet flocks that have been collected throughout Australia
and the United States. Pulsations and rhythmic discourse will be emphasised, bringing to the foreground what is
often aurally dismissed as background noise. The audio will be complemented by projections composed of
landscape, assemblage, and abstract videos. Through colour, pulsations, texture, and density, the visuals will
serve as a listening score for the audience, highlighting embedded gestures, movement, and rhythms in the
music.
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Coral Bells - the Intersection of Computer Music and Acoustic Ecology
Brigid Burke and Mark Zanter
Independent Artists, Melbourne, Australia
Abstract
The significance of the work is the conversation of the Federation Handbells 1 x Standard set and 1 x Quartertone set provided by Museum Victoria Australia, notated score, acousmatic sound, video and Bass Clarinet. The
dead coral is the focal point that accentuates the audio-visual composition reflecting both the translucent
Federation Bell sounds, Bass clarinet, glass and dead coral.
This paper is about how the Federation Hand Bells vibrates with the coral and was recreated into visuals of
moving glass objects, glass plates and two mosaic glass windows with translucent drawings under the glass
creating a three-dimension effect. The sounds of the Federation Bells were then transformed into acousmatic
sounds through filters. Acoustic resonators on the Federation Handbells vibrate with the coral and are recreated
into visual images of moving glass objects. White/grey textures, sepia, hints of pastel colours, burnt reds,
yellows and gold images are layered to create a thick timbrel texture that forms the video voice. The sounds of
subtle high pitched bells, gritty sand sounds and bass clarinet periodically join the drones with discordant
multiphonics and monophonics which are modifided with granulation and pitch shifters. Flourishes of notes
dominate throughout. Subsequent acoustic and visual motifs capture and emerge sonically/visually creating
timbre layers of the interpreted coral and glass reflections.
Granular synthesis of the Federation Bells was then again layered into multi channelled processing. The audio
processing was processed live and pre recorded. The sounds of subtle high-pitched bells and gritty sounds
electronically reproduced with the bass clarinet joining the drones with discordant multiphonics and flourishes
of notes dominate throughout. The score is graphically notated (The bass clarinet part produced is a
graphic/notated score that can be adapted for other instrumentation for future performances).
Coral Bells required a significant amount of research into changes of the overtones sounds of the Federation
Hand Bells, using different mallets and sonic environments, the visuals went into the details of light interactions
on the coral. The samples of sounds and images were collected from the Federation Hand Bells from Melbourne
Museum and Coral beaches on and surrounding Fitzroy Island. The audio and granular manipulation focused on
creating stimulation in the composition.
Finally artistic rationale was to explore the diverse overtone, microtone sounds of the Federation Handbells and
Bass Clarinet with the discrete sounds of the ecosystems of coral from Fitzroy Island Northern Australia.
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Unfolder Rhythm
Renata Buziak and Vanessa Tomlinson
Griffith University
Abstract
The present seams to be filled both with the present of the past and anticipation of the future (Keith Moxey,
2013).
Time does not stay still. Unfolding Rhythms draws attention to the infinite progression of
nature’s unfolding rhythms in various frequencies and times. Nature’s events of organic decomposition are
captured by an experimental biochrome process and time-lapse photography. These methods allow
observing the transformation of flora by revealing what’s usually invisible to the eye. What is also invisible
is the fact that the selected plants have therapeutic properties and were used for thousands of years by
Quandamooka people of Minjerribah (North Stradbroke Island). They include eatable coastal plants
like Sesuvium portulacastrum and Carpobrotus glaucescens that were used for marine stings and insect
bites; and also diverse eucalypts and tee trees for treating various health conditions. These are just a few
examples of healing elements that the Earth provides.
This video work will also include a soundscape created in sympathy with the moving pictures by Vanessa
Tomlinson. The musical content sets up an environment of a post-Cagean determined indeterminacy;
providing a framework for sound to happen, but without the control of individual icti. Performed by
preparing the floor with clutter (discarded, unwanted waste consisting of paper, metal, plastic, ceramic and
organic materials) and playing it with ropes tethered to a single point, the soundscape creates a scattered,
chaotic, energetic response to the tantalising transformation evident in the visual images.
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Wild Soundscapes
Leah Gustafson
School of Creative Practice, Creative Industries Faculty, Queensland University of Technology
Abstract
Wild Soundscapes uses 3d augmented reality mobile technology to reveal the complexity of a wild
soundscape through the visualisation of sounds contrasted against the visual environment in which they
occur. Users will view the sights and sounds of an Australian bush environment located in the southwestern Queensland arid zone at various different times of the day. This will consist of high quality binaural
sound recordings accompanied by sound visualisations superimposed over high definition 360° video
panorama that creates a mixed reality space.
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Flight of the Monarchs/Vuelo de las Monarcas
Rob Mackay
University of Hull, UK
Abstract
Flight of the Monarchs is inspired by the incredible 3,000 mile journey that the Monarch butterfly takes each
year from Canada to Mexico, finding warmer climes during the winter in order to roost. There have been several
theories as to how these tiny creatures navigate, including magnetism and celestial mapping. The most recent
research shows that they have an in--built sun compass and chronometer which allows them to migrate in
swarms of millions. Amazingly, they fly to the same roosts each year, often to the exact same trees. Their
children make the journey back north in the spring, and their great--grandchildren return to Mexico the
following year. In Mexican tradition, there is a belief that the butterflies are the souls of the dead, returning to
visit each year.
I recorded video and sound footage at the El Rosario reserve in Michoacan in 2015, trying to capture the beauty
of these delicate butterflies and their surroundings. Video footage from Manuel Zirate is also featured in the top
panel, and video editing was done by Jessica Rodriguez. The sound for the installation is comprised of three
elements: Field recordings which capture the rushing sound of millions of tiny wings(as well as one or two
tourists); a specially commissioned poem from Mexican poet Rolando Rodriguez (La Marcha de las Mariposas);;
and a recording of an improvisation session between myself (flute, ocarina), and musicians David Blink(hang),
and John Sanders (accordion) which we conducted in the open air in Michaocan (this has been processed to
create a dreamlike quality, reflecting the words of Rolando’s poetry).
In recent years, the Monarchs’ numbers have declined steeply. Several factors maybe causing this: logging of
their roosting grounds, crop spraying, and climate change.
The installation is set up to resemble a hide in the forest from which the viewer can look out at these beautiful
creatures. Please step inside and enjoy!
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BIOM Live Ecoacoustics on the Locus Sonus Sound Map
Grant Smith with SoundCamp, Locus Sonus and Biosphere Soundscapes
Abstract
BIOM is a multi partner project for a network of open microphones in UNESCO Biosphere Reserves, relaying realtime sounds and establishing new long-term databases for public engagement and research.
BIOM brings together a group of pioneering arts and science initiatives and builds on them to establish new live
streams from places of exceptional ecological and acoustic interest. It relies on technical and other approaches
developed by Biosphere Soundscapes (Brisbane, Australia), Locus Sonus (ESAAix, Aix Marseille Univ, CNRS, PRISM,
Marseille, France), Cyberforest (Tokyo, Japan), Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve (Stanford, CA, USA) and
SoundCamp (London, UK). It will set up high quality streams from a variety of habitats to provide distinctive
resources for research, monitoring, artistic work and community engagement. This will provide a basis for
extending the network, towards a real-time observatory reflecting the diversity of terrestrial and aquatic biomes.
This installation features revolving live streams on Locus Sonus sound map and showcases prototype technologies
used for live streaming.
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Hidden Sounds | Sounds in Motion [2018]
Clocked Out
Abstract
Hidden Sounds | Sounds in Motion is an emerging series of sound sculptures by Clocked Out that reveal
unheard sounds in the environment, and investigates the kinetic energy of sound. The work is conceived as a
series of installations which are placed in site-specific indoor and outdoor locations using a combination of
acoustic, electronic, mechanical, digital, and handmade technologies that can respond to both architectural and
natural environments. For the Ecoacoustics Conference, Clocked Out will present the first two of these works:
Spray (synthesised sound, bass drums, and speakers) and Nature Portals (an ecoacoustics live streaming
prototype. The Clocked Out Hidden Sounds team are: Erik Griswold, Vanessa Tomlinson, John Ferguson, Leah
Barclay and Sulja Nezovic.
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Whistle!
Michael Norris
University of Canberra
Abstract
Whistle! is an interactive sound work that creates a call-and-response game between a human and a virtual
magpie. A microphone detects when someone is whistling and computer generated magpie calls are played in
response. The magpie calls are constructed from fragments of recordings of real magpies. The calls were
recorded in an iterative process where previous recordings of magpies were played back to birds in the artist's
backyard. Therefore the vocabulary of sounds produced by the work is not their full gamut of calls but the range
of sounds they produce when responding to recordings of themselves.
The work mediates playful interactions in a gallery space where humans can have a conversation with virtual
birds. It is fun and engaging for people of all ages, transcending language and cultural barriers, while raising
questions about our interactions with real wildlife. Why don’t many real birds play with us this way? What are
they saying? What do our sounds mean to other animals? Can we only relate to other animals to the extent that
we can anthropomorphise them?
Whistle! has been presented in various forms over the past few years. It was first presented (ANU Art School
Foyer Gallery 2015) as just a microphone and small label “Whistle!” and hidden speakers. Then as a microphone
with sculptures of magpies (ANU Sculpture Gallery 2016), and then in its present form as an interactive
photograph (Tuggeranong Arts Centre, 2017).
This wall-mounted version of Whistle! features a photograph of a magpie caught in full-throated song by
photographer Susan Clarke. It looks like a framed photograph printed on fabric. The fabric is sound-transparent
speaker cloth, behind which is mounted a computer, amplifier and a flat speaker.
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Thirst: adventures in VR, infrasonics and environmental empathy
Louise Harvey, Peter Moyes and Leah Barclay
Griffith University

I encourage you to look around where you live.
What dramas are being played out in wooded areas you can explore?
... Slow down, breathe deep, and look around.
What can you hear? What do you see? How do you feel?
Peter Wohlleben, 2016, The Hidden Life of Trees

Abstract
The VR project Thirst utilises VR technology, stylised 3D animated graphics and an infrasonic score to draw
attention to the activity of flora and fauna within the soil. An Australian bush setting has been referenced
in making apparent underground activity below the range of our casual perceptions. It is hoped that the
embodied sensory experiences that immersion in such VR experiences afford will contribute to a broader
cultivation of environmental sensitivity and ultimately wise management of precious natural resources
such as water.
The project explores a creative relationship between science and the arts, in which science provides insight
into environmental issues, and art applies an expressive ‘brush’ to such themes in an effort to engage via
the senses, to generate empathy, and to activate social change.
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Featherstone Place
Jesse Budel
University of Adelaide
Abstract
Featherstone Place is an urban sound installation responding to the eponymous alleyway in Adelaide’s CBD. It
draws on Jordan Lacey’s concept of ‘sonic ruptures’ (Lacey 2016), which are sound installations aimed at improving
the aﬀective qualities of urban acoustic environments.
Running 24/7 and informed by ecoacoustic principles and research, the installation responds to and interacts with
the changes in the urban soundscape over the course of a day-night cycle.
Comprised of field recordings of Featherstone Place and samples taken from around the city, the subtle activities
of the night shift to the daily hustle and bustle, with the dawn and dusk chorus of local birdlife, and fluctuation in
foot traﬃc, vehicle movement and air conditioner drones as people go about their daily business. The sounds
produced are processed in relation to live environmental metrics, including weather data (temperature, air
pressure, humidity) and traﬃc density, amongst others. Additionally, string quartet music intermittently features,
suggesting a spectral ‘ghost-busker’ presence that resonates with Adelaide’s Rundle Mall busking culture, as well
as that of other urban centres.
Though originally site-specific, the homogeneity of urban sounds allows for the adaptation of Featherstone Place
to diﬀerent urban centres, ideally provoking comparison between contrasting cities and their soundscapes, as well
as consideration of creative aﬀection in urban ecosystems and acoustic design.
Featherstone Place was a collaboration project with BASEM3NT and Zephyr Quartet, exhibiting between AprilMay 2018, made possible through a New Music Network LAB Mentorship.
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Planting Sound
Amanda Terry
Independent artist, Australia

Abstract
This piece is to be performed outside on the grass with audience members encouraged to lie or sit down when
listening. ‘Planting Sound’ is an improvised work influenced by the bioacoustics research of Monica Gagliano in
the way certain plants communicate with each other. Her study realised that plants emitted sounds and reacted
to different frequencies, responding best to between 200 and 300 Hz. Gagliano observed that the plants roots
grew towards the sound. While this piece is intended for a predominantly human audience, it aims to foster
human and ecological relationships: sounds for the listening that occurs below ground.
The role of the performer(s) is not in trying to contact plants per se but instead producing sounds that may be
picked up by non-human species. The instruments used (preferably stringed instruments) will be played with the
bass of the instrument on top of the grass. Other instruments may be used as well however stringed instruments
such as double bass, violin, viola, cello, and guitar are able to play within the frequency designated and can be
performed more comfortably with the bass/body of instrument on the ground.
The performer will choose any note between C (octave below middle C), which resonates at 130.82 Hz; and D (the
note above middle C), which resonates at 293.66 Hz. Just as their instruments are planted on the grass the
performers will plant sounds from very soft, to audible but never loud. The idea is to produce a hum-like
resonance from the collective voicing of the instruments. The sound will move between being present (texturally),
and being ambiguous, allowing space for human listening to take in the existing soundscape as part of the
performance. The (human) audience will be encouraged to explore their listening situated inclusive of the overall
soundscape and the individual sounds that create this idea of environment.
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Creative and Interdisciplinary Stream

Surround Sound Works and Ecoacoustic Recordings
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Voices of the Rainforest
Steven Feld

Voices of the Rainforest is a recorded soundscape of a day in the life of the Kaluli people of Bosavi, Papua New
Guinea. As the day progresses, one hears birds, water, insects and other ambient voices of the rainforest
interspersed with Kaluli songs and instrumental sounds of work, leisure and ritual. The album was recorded with
Mickey Hart's advanced field recording gear by anthropologist and ethnomusicologist Dr. Steven Feld. Feld’s
closeness to the Kaluli people afforded him a unique recording opportunity, and the quality of the recording
equipment yielded among the clearest aural experiences of the rainforest short of being there.
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Suffusion Illusion
Matt Hitchcock
Queensland Conservatorium Griffith University
This is an extract of a longer work, exploring the concepts of using a slow spreading of sound-layers, with their
unique topologies, in such a way where sounds from different contexts are spectrally intermingled to create new
contexts. Water-recordings have been broken down into spectral layers using a purpose-built set of phaseinvariant spectral steering and spatialisation tools. 8 different source contexts are used (from trickles, cascades,
waterfalls, rushing creek water after heavy rain, etc.). These layers each contain different natural melodies and
harmonies born from cavitation in water, each having their own unique sonic “surface”, or topology, the
melodies and their fragments often repeating naturally in a fractal-like manner. Here, morphing spaces are used
subtly to better match feelings of indigenous space from one context to another, moving and changing distal
perception as one layer takes on a new context from another, and then changing so as to introduce another new
context. (e.g. from raindrops, to cascade, to stream). Sometimes the melodies are born from interaction
between solid surface and water, sometimes from the cavitation processes alone. These sonic ‘tectonic’ layers
are left in their original form temporally, but interchanged and recombined over time in a slow suffusion
process, forming new micro-structures much like tectonic plates shift and interact to create new topologies. The
sounds, their transformations, and the morphological consequences of the suffusion processes create a sonic
envelopment where the lines between sound sources are blurred or obfuscated, exposed as sub-elements, or
morphed and blended to create new sonic substances.
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British Library Sound Archive - Underwater Field Recordings
Cheryl Tipp

The British Library’s collection of wildlife sounds was established in 1969 when the sound archive was an
independent body known as the British Institute of Recorded Sound. Today, the collection has over 250,000
catalogued wildlife and environmental sound recordings covering all classes of sound-producing animals from all
zoogeographical regions.
This mix features thirteen recordings woven together to create an uninterrupted flow of underwater recordings,
from a Humpback Whale singing in the Caribbean Sea to the metallic creaks of a Victorian pier. Some sections take
inspiration from the slow radio movement, inviting the listener to pause and enjoy the silences as much as the
sounds. These calmer periods are peppered with more energetic bursts of activity. All have been chosen to reflect
the diversity of life in our marine and freshwater habitats.
Many of the library’s underwater field recordings are being digitised as part of Unlocking our Sound Heritage, a
major preservation and access project supported by a £9.5 m National Lottery grant. The funding will enable the
formation of the first ever national network of ten sound preservation centres which will come together with the
British Library to save almost half a million rare and unique recordings that are threatened by physical degradation
or stored on formats that can no longer be played. Unlocking our Sound Heritage forms part of a core British
Library programme, Save Our Sounds, which pledges to preserve the nation’s sound heritage.
This selection was put together to mark World Day for Audiovisual Heritage, an international celebration
highlighting the importance of sound and moving image. The commemoration was initiated by UNESCO in 2005
and is observed annually on 27th October.
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Turbulence I: Compost
Alice Bennett
Australian Institute for Music
Abstract
This work is a response to visual artist Felicity Gordon’s Compost House and is derived from field recordings
of the waterways around the City of Banyule (north-east Melbourne) including the Yarra River, Darebin
Creek, and Chelsworth Park Rain Garden. In the same way that plants and compost are taken out of
context and exhibited in panes of glass in Compost House, the field recordings are slowed down and
mirrored so that the detail and complexity of these everyday sounds are brought to the fore. This work was
commissioned by Banyule City Council for exhibition at Hatch Contemporary Art Space, responding to the
theme of ‘water’. Bennett spent several weeks wading through local rivers and creeks, and sticking her
head in underground storm-water reservoirs to take field recording both above and below the surface of
the water.
The work seeks to deepen the connection of locals with their waterways, to consider the rich and varied
life in and around their often-visited rivers and creeks, and their own effect on those environments. By
stretching and reversing the samples, the listener is forced to contemplate the possible source of the
sounds, and in doing so gains an impression of the wealth and variety of life in their backyard.
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Multispecies Counterpoint
Alice Eldridge
University of Sussex
Abstract
Counterpoint: [count noun] a melody played in conjunction with another; a thing that forms a pleasing or
notable contrast to something else.
Species Counterpoint: a didactic tool for learning to write counterpoint, in which increasingly more complex
relations between the voices are developed.
Multispecies Counterpoint: an approach to listening to the situated activities of all living species in relation to
each other, as a pleasing whole; a simple, yet edifying, tool to develop our capacity to recognise and value
harmony in diversity; a means to inspire hopeful, concerted, constructive imagination and action in the face of
escalating biodiversity loss.
I’d like to share two informal field recordings of the everyday environments which engendered these thoughts:
MC#001. Recorded from my bedroom window on New Year’s Eve 2018 outside Ubud, Bali. A frog chorus and
gamelan concert meet across irrigated paddy fields, punctuated quite gently by NYE fireworks.
MC#002. A walk down a hillside in Labuan Bajo, Flores, during afternoon prayer on Boxing Day 2017 past
domestic fowl, toy guns, moped swarms, a juice stand and a school playground.
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Paddabolela
Nikki Sheth
University of Birmingham
Abstract
Paddabolela was composed using field recordings from a sound artist residency at Mmabolela Reserve, South
Africa in 2017. Using advanced technologies to capture sound, the piece looks to preserve sounds of the natural
environment and engage the audience with an immersive listening experience through the use of multi-channel
and ambisonic techniques. The piece takes the listener on a journey through different sound worlds of the South
African terrain using a combination of natural sounds and sounds that have been abstracted to bring out
another sonic reality, creating an all-encompassing listening experience of the soundscape.
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